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his good behaviour and genteel deport-
ment, to the first steward in the fami-
ly. His conversation is always modest
enough; and having read a little he
never wanted something to say, let the
topick be what it would.
BEFORE we begin with Mr. Clouet's method or art of making his potages or soups, 'tis necessary first of all to point out his manner of preparing his bouillion or broth. Instead of the leg or shin of beef (which are the
the common pieces in your two-penny cut shops) take eight or ten pound of
the lean part, which, in London, is
called the mouse-buttock, with a little
knuckle of veal, neatly trimm'd, that
it may serve to send up in your soup.
A pot that holds three or four gal-
lons will do. When you have wash'd
your meat put it over the stove full
of water; take care that 'tis well
skimmed before it boils, or you'll
lose the whole beauty of your soups
and sauces; sprinkle in a little salt
now and then, and 'twill cause the
skim to rise; let it but just boil upon
the stove, but take it off, and to sim-
mer sideways, then all the foil will
sink to the bottom; to season it take
ten or twelve large sound onions,
eight or ten whole carrots, three or
four turnips, a parsnip, two or three
leeks,
leeks, and a little bundle of celery tied up, a few cloves, a blade or two of mace, and some whole white pepper; let it boil no longer than the meat is thoroughly boiled to eat; for to boil it to rags (as is the common practice) it makes the broth thick and grouty, and spoils the pleasing aspect of all your dinner, and hurts the meat that thousands of families would leap mast-high at; strain it through a lawn sieve into a clean earthen pan, skim the fat all off, and make your soups and gravies, &c. of it as you have directions in the following receipts.

N. B. Monf. Clouet never made use of either thyme, marjoram, or savoury, in any of his soups or sauces, except in some few made dishes, as you'll see in going on; and where carrots are used before to cut off the rind,
rind, or 'twill give a reddish hue, which is disagreeable in any thing. This recipe of making my broth takes up a pretty deal of room; but as all the rest depends upon this being well done, 'tis of the utmost consequence to see that 'tis so. You may wonder of what use so many roots, &c. can be of; my answer is, you can make no savoury dish good without them. In this the French always were too cunning for us. The best of them all will not pretend to do any thing for the best gentleman in the kingdom, unless they could be allowed plenty of every thing from the garden. No, no. Point des légumes; point de Cuisinière. No good garden things, no French cook. And from my own experience I know it to be so. I would venture myself to make a better
better soup with two pound of meat, and such garden things as I liked, than is made of eight pound for the tables of most of our gentry, and all for want of better knowing the uses of roots and other vegetables. And now, my good cook, take care that this is well done; 'tis by this as 'tis by your *Aqua Fontana* in an apothecary's shop, scarce any thing can be done and finished well without it. After this I shall endeavour to be much more concise. I shall say nothing of drawing and trussing of fowls, and singeing, peeling, scraping, picking, or washing of garden things, trimming of your meats, scaling or cleaning of fish, or any thing of that sort, for so much tautology would fill up a volume half as big as what I propose this to be, but shall put down
the composition in as few words as it will admit of.—Next then—

II.

To make a clear gravy of veal for soup.

Three or four pound of a leg of veal, a slice of raw ham, in the middle of a stewpan, with a morsel of fat bacon under it, two or three onions, carrots, and some parsley upon it, pour in two or three spoonfuls of your broth, cover it close, set it upon a slow fire till it becomes dry and brown; but you must observe that that part of the pan that is uncovered with meat will take colour first, so that you must often move it round, that it may every part be of an equal brownness; and if you nick the time between
between its being of a nice brown and burning, put in your broth full as many quarts as there is pounds of meat, let it simmer for half an hour or a little more, strain it through a lawn sieve; and if you have taken care you will find it of a fine colour, and clear as rock-water, and may use of it for any sort of gravy-soup or sauce.

III.

Potage de Santé au jue clere.

Soup Sante of clear gravy.

This soup is nothing more than a mixture of the broth and gravy in the foregoing receipts, putting them together either of a pale or deep brown, which is best approved on; prepare some crusts of two or three man-
manchetts, or French rowls, in a stew-pan, boiling them till very tender in as much as will fill your soup-dish. You may boil your knuckle of veal in it if you have made a reserve of it, or a chicken, and serve it up boiling hot, and garnish your dish with some carrot, cut very thin and even, folded round one slice upon another; for all soups look neatest with a pretty garniture.

_N. B._ In such a soup as this the French frequently put a few pats of forcemeat fry'd nice and brown, and call it _Potage a la farce._ The manner of making it you'll find in one of the following receipts.
IV.

Potage de santé aux herbes.

Soup santé with herbs.

Of herbs or vegetables you must shift with celery and endives in the winter, but add a lettuce if you can get it; provide a duckling, or a chicken neatly blanch’d, and boil it in your soup, which is nothing more than the same broth and gravy as before. With the celery, &c. cut in bits about an inch long; let it boil gently for an hour or so, and when ’tis almost your time of dining add a little spinage, sorrel, and chervil, chopt but not small, and boil it about five minutes; prepare your crusts as before in a stewpan, and lay at the bottom of your dish, lay your duck-
ling in the middle, and pour your soup over it, and serve it up with some thin bits of celery for garnish, or without, as you like best.

For the summer season you may add a handful of young peas, heads of asparagus or sparagras, nice little firm bits of cauliflower, bottoms of artichokes, and many other things that the season affords; 'tis but altering the name from one to the other, as you make your bills of fare daily; and you make twenty soups by this one receipt as easy as one; for instance, *Soup janthé aux petit pois*, i.e. with young peas; so on to the rest.
V.

**Potage, or Soup a la Julienne.**

This is a favourite soup, and now highly in vogue, and not much more expensive than the former. Instead of beef and veal for its broth, make it of a hen and veal and a bit of ham, seasoned as before. Make your gravy of it as for *Soup janté*; provide some bits of carrots about an inch in length, cut long-ways, slice it very thin, and cut it into small square pieces the full length; prepare some turnips in the same manner, some celery in the smallest bits you can of equal length; blanch all this two or three minutes, strain them, and put them in your soup-pot, and when your gravy,
gravy is ready strain it to them; add to this a little purslane, the hearts of two or three lettuce, a little chervil, spinage, and sorrel, minced fine, and boil it together gently for an hour; get your crusts ready as before, and serve it up. If green pease are to be had fling in an handful or two, but very young, for old ones will thicken your soup, and make it have a bad look. You may serve a chicken up in it, or veal as before.

VI.

Potage a la reine.—What queen I I know not.

To make a proper stock for this, to about three quarts of broth put about a pound of lean veal and some bits of ham, two or three whole onions,
onions, carrots, parsley, and a blade of mace; boil it all together as you do gravy, for an hour; take all from your broth, and stir in the white part of a roasted fowl or chicken, and about two ounces of sweet almonds blanch'd, and both well pounded, the yolks of three or four hard eggs mash'd, with the soft of a manchet boiled in good milk or cream; rub it well through an etamine, and pour it into your soup-pot; take care to keep it boiling hot, but never let it boil a moment over your stove, but keep it moving; provide some crusts well soak'd, and a chicken in your dish, and serve it up, with a little of your best gravy poured in circles or patches. This is the most modern way.
Another fashion I have often seen, and I think no bad one where plate is used: put your soak'd bread into your dish, and set on a chaffing-dish of charcoal, so that it boil to cleave to the bottom; but take care you don't let it burn: and yet it ought to be pretty brown, and should be scraped off with the soup-spoon. No other difference but that.

VII.

Potage aux Nantiles; or, Nantile soup.

Nantiles are a sort of grain that come from abroad, and are sold at most of the oil-shops in London, in shape like a vetch or tare, but much less. Take about a quart of them, and boil in water only till very tender,
FROM a presumption of some small success from my friends I venture to publish the following treatise. To pretend to write for fame would illy become a person in my sphere of life (who am no more than what is vulgarly called a poor publican.) 'Twould be an unparalleled piece of imprudence, and wholly incompatible to reason and the nature of things. 'Twill be sufficient for
for me that it meets with that appro-
bation amongst my friends and ac-
quaintance, as may just satisfy me for the pains I have taken to col-
lect them (though small matters) to-
gether. The chief end and design of this part of my little volume is to shew, both to the experienced and un-
experienced in the business, the whole and simple art of the most modern and best French Cookery; to lay down be-
fore them such an unerring guide how it may always be well managed, and please the eye as well as the taste of every body; and to shew too, by the notorious errors I have frequently seen, how of course it must for ever fail of being either good or pleasing, and a great many favourite morsels entirely spoiled.

First
First then, give me leave to advise those who please to try the following receipts, to provide a proper apparatus for the work they take in hand, without which it is impossible it can be done with the least air of decency: and before I finish this, shall further shew by maxims unexceptionable, that a good dinner cannot be got up to look neat and pretty without proper utensils to work it in, such as neat stewpans of several sizes, soup-pots, &c. to do it withal, though your provisions be never so good. I have been sent for many and many a time to get dinners for some of the best families hereabouts: the salute generally is, Will, (for that is my name) I want you to dress me a dinner to-day; with all my heart, Sir, says I; how many will your com-
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pany be; why about ten or twelve, or thereabouts: and what would you please to have me get, Sir, for ye? O, says the gentleman, I shall leave that entirely to you; but I'll shew you my larder, and you'll be the better judge how to make your bill of fare; and a vast plenty of good provisions there was, enough to make two courses, one of seven, the other of nine, with an addition only of three or four small dishes for the second course; and a fine dish of fish there was for a remove. So it was agreed that should be the thing; but, says the gentleman, be sure you make us some good things in your own way, for they are polite sort of gentry that are to dine with me. I promised my care, and wrote the bill immediately; and it was vastly approved of. My next step was to go
go and offer a great many compliments to Mrs. Cook about getting the dinner; and as it was her master's order I should assist her, I hoped we should agree; and the girl, I'll say that for her, returned the compliment very prettily, by saying, Sir, whatever my master or you shall order me to do, shall be done as far and as well as I am able. But Nanny (for that I found to be her name) soon got into such an air as often happens upon such occasions. Pray, Nanny, says I, where do you place your stewpans, and the other things you make use of in the cooking way? La, Sir, says she, that is all we have (pointing to one poor solitary stewpan, as one might call it,) but no more fit for the use than a wooden hand-dish. Ump, says I to myself, how's this to be? a surgeon may
may as well attempt to make an incision with a pair of sheers, or open a vein with an oyster-knife, as for me to pretend to get this dinner without proper tools to do it; here's neither stewpan, soup-pot, or any one thing else that is useful; there's what they call a frying-pan indeed, but black as my hat, and a handle long enough to obstruct half the passage of the kitchen. However, upon a little pause I sent away pest haste for my own kitchen furniture. In the mean time Nanny and I kept on in preparing what we could, that no time might be lost. When the things came we at it again, and all was in a tolerable way, and forward enough for the time of day; but at length wanting a sieve I begg'd of Nanny to give me one, and so she did in a moment; but such a one!—

I put
I put my fingers to it and found it gravelly. Nanny, says I, this won't do, it is sandy: she look'd at it, and angry enough she was: rot our Sue, says she, she's always taking my sieve to sand her nasty dirty stairs. But however, to be a little cleanly Nanny gave it a good thump upon the table, much about the part of it where the meat is generally laid, and whips it into the boiler where I suppose the pork and cabbage was boiling for the family, gives it a sort of a rinse, and gave it me again, with as much of the pork fat about it as would poison the whole dinner; so I said no more, but could not use it, and made use of a napkin that I slyly made friends with her fellow-servant for; at which she leer'd round and set off; but I heard her say as she flirted her tail into
into the scullery, hang these men cooks, they are so confounded nice.—I'll be whipt, says she, if there was more sand in the sieve than would lay upon a sixpence. However, she came again presently, and I soon coax'd her into good humour again; come, says I, Nanny, I'm going to make a fricassee of chickens, observe how I cut 'em (for I'll shew ye how to do any part of the dinner), and she seemed very attentive. When I had cut mine, there, says I, do you take that, and cut it in the same manner: and indeed the girl handled her knife well, and did it very prettily: then I gave her directions how to proceed; and it was done neatly, notwithstanding the story of the sandy sieve. I then took in hand to shew her in what manner it was to be finished for the table. And now, din-

ner
ner being dish'd up, Nanny was vastly pleased, and said, that in her judgment it was the prettiest and best she had ever seen. When 'twas over, the gentleman desired, if I had time in the evening, he should be glad I would come and get him two or three little matters for supper, for they all stay: and be sure, says he, make us just such another fricassee, for it was highly approved on; so I went and told Nanny she should do it; which was agreed to: but, Sir, says she, if I don't do right I hope you'll tell me. But it was done to my mind, and Nanny was now the cook; supper was sent in, and great praises ran from plate to plate, and they unanimously agreed that that fricassee was better than what they had for dinner. Before supper was well over out comes the gentle-
gentleman to me, Will, says he, we hope you have this dish in the book you are going to publish. Yes, Sir, says I, and every thing else you had to day dress in the foreign way. But, Sir, says I, your cook did that you bad for supper. My maid do it, says he, and away he went to his company. Nanny was immediately sent for, and after some questions something was given her for the care she had taken; so I wished the family a good night, and went home. The next day, just as I had finished the transcribing my first sheet for the press, in comes an elderly gentleman, a friend of mine, and took it up to read. While I was writing on he interrupted me, by asking what was meant by apparatus, here, this word says he, (holding it to me to read.) Why, Sir, says
says I, it comprehends all necessary and useful things for dressing a dinner fit to serve a gentleman's table, particularly your pretty little made dishes, (what are generally called French dishes.) Ump, says my old friend, I seldom eat any thing more than a mutton chop, or so; but, however, 'tis all very well for them that like it. Well, but Sir, says I, please to give me leave; I take it you must have a good handsome kitchen in your great house, and well furnished I suppose. Not a jot, says my good friend, not a jot, I want none. Why, Sir, says I, gentlemen in general are as well pleased with the handsome decorations of their kitchen (though they never dress a morsel of victuals there) as they are with an expensive and fine furnished parlour. Well, says he, I like
I like your scheme very well; but what must I get? So I named several things, and their uses. Well, I'll go and see, says he, and away he went cock-a-hoop to the Brazier's immediately, and buys much about as much as is necessary for the getting up such a dinner as I sent to table yesterday; which is enough for any private gentleman's family, or the best inn or tavern in England; and costs but a trifle, (for I had seen it without the old gentleman's knowing it.) But in he comes to tell me what he had done, and seemed mightily pleased that I approved on't, and invited me to come to see it to-morrow. Next day I went, and was had into the kitchen by my old friend, and very neat and decent it look'd; but when I had gazed round a little, talking of his admirable
able taste of placing his furniture, I missed one material article, which put me in mind of an observation I have made, and often seen in small country houses; you may be sure to find a mantle-piece with spits, a bold-fast, basting-ladle, drudging-box, iron skewers, &c. but you may look all over the house and find no jack; just such is the case of my good neighbour Hackum, he seems so delighted with his new show that he lives in the kitchen, and chuses it rather than his parlour, but has not thought one word of a stove; so I addressed myself to him, while walking round by way of pleasing him, I presume, Sir, your stoves are in your back kitchen, in the old fashion way: stoves, says he, what d'ye mean by stoves? Why, Sir, little round machines of iron fix'd in brick-
work about three feet from the ground, where charcoal is always burnt on all occasions in the cooking way, without which all your other materials are of no sort of use but as you see 'em now. Oh no, says he, it may'n't be often I shall invite my friends, and when I do my maid can do it all very well over this fire. (Now the fire-place, to save coals, is reduced to about the size of a salt-box.) After a little more chat about indifferent things I bid the old gentleman good-morrow, and trudged home; but dare say I shall bear from him again about the stoves, and some other little matters there must be added to it that will surprize him again, but all not worth naming. As I said so it happened, for the old man was close at my heels, and without ceremony of any sort, Will, says
 Preface. 

says he, I'll have my stoves put up to-morrow, and next day I'll invite a few friends to try how my furniture answers; you'll come and dress my dinner for me, won't you? Yes, Sir, with a vast deal of pleasure. Well, says he, there will be about four of us, three of which was with him, I think, an attorney's clerk, a taylor, and a journeyman perriwig-maker, who, I suppose, are much about as great epicures as himself. What do you please I should get you, Sir, says I? Why, um, says he, I don't know, I think I have heard you talk of five and five, and a remove. Now, says he, I should think three and three and two removes would be better. (Ay, says I to myself, put two fresh dishes upon the table, and leave one tore all to pieces to keep up the symmetry of it.) Just as
as you like, Sir, says I, and for no-
velty-sake so 'tis to be. Now he or-
dered me to provide just what I thought
proper; only that he should be glad of
a soup-maigre; and then set off. Now
I heard him say to his cronies, as he
went along, I know I shall like that
soup-maigre because they always stuff
it full of meat. Maigre, says he, I
suppose is French for meat; so in Eng-
lish we may call it a meat-soup. I
went to market next morning, and pro-
vided what I judged necessary for their
dinners, and took care to get enough;
for I supposed' em to be good trencher-
men; and about one o'clock dinner went
up, the soup, three fowls and bacon,
and a large shoulder of mutton. The
soup they eat all up, which was a very
large old-fashioned pewter dish full;
then fell aboard of the fowls, and demo-
lised
lised them, and so on to the mutton; but before they had finished it a dispute arose about what meat the soup was made of. Beef and bacon to be sure, says my old friend (and kept on eating like a ploughman.) His right-hand man said he thought it was composed of * rumps and burs. He at the bottom took it to be made of a leg of mutton and turnips. Well, Sir, says he, to one upon the left, what think you of it? Why, Sir, I won't think of it at all; if I do I shall be sick, for I have eat too much of it. At length they sent for me, and I decided it; which surprized them. There was no other ingredients than about six carrots, as many turnips, and onions and G herbs

* Rumps and burs are the tails shi'd, and roots of the ears of a bullock; a common perquisite of a journeyman-butcher or tanner.
herbs boiled to a sort of porridge, and strained through a cullender to a large quantity of toasted bread: the next three things were a hare, a turkey, (both baked, and spoiled, for want of a proper fire in the kitchen) and a plumb-pudding. There was no ceremony for clean plates; but at it they went, just as they do at one of our country club-feasts; the turkey was stript in a minute, and the poor bare tore all to pieces, (for there was not a carver amongst them) and a most profound silence there was for a long time, except only a very pretty concert of growling, smacking their chops, and cracking of crusts: when all was over with meat, plates were called for the pudding, which disappeared in about three minutes, though no small one. The two removes, as the old gentleman called
called them, were then brought in, and the question was which should be taken off? The empty dish, says one; and that they all agreed to. Take away the turkey, says the tonsor. No, says another, the bare; so as they could not agree, a third took the bare and plunged it into the turkey's dish. The removes were then put on; and that the beauty of the third course (as I call it) might be kept up, at each end was a sort of pudding, and in the middle the gibbet of the bare, and the skeleton of the turkey. Now the two puddings (improperly called so) were made as follows: I took a few potatoes boiled, and thump'd to pieces, with an egg or two, and a little sugar, for one; the other was a few old mackeroons I had in my house perhaps twenty years; I soak'd 'em well, and put them
them into a little milk and flour, instead of cream and eggs, seasoned it high with plenty of onions, &c. to which I added a large clove of garlic, which is enough for the dishes of a fifty-cover table served twice over, and covered it over with some good old Cheshire cheese instead of Parmesan; so that the colours were alike, and sent up, as said before. Well, neighbour, says the old gentleman, now for a bit of pudding, and then we shall have done pretty well, I hope: let's see, here's eight of us; so they were cut into so many parts, and every one took his share, and heartily they fell to, except one whose taste was not quite so depraved as the rest; he tasted, but went no farther. You don't eat, neighbour, says the opposite gentleman. I don't love sweet things, says he. Well, I do,
I do, says one that was gobbling down the highest dish that ever was. They vastly commended it, and swallowed it all down; but the beauty of it was, the mackeroon eaters eat it for a custard, and to this moment call it the best they ever tasted. But one of 'em said it had a terrible twang of a bad egg, though there was neither egg or butter in it. Well, says my old friend, with such a sort of a groan as may frequently be heard in large peals at your great feasts in and about the metropolis of this kingdom. I say, I hope everybody has made a good dinner; but we may thank you for it, Mr. Cook, says he, turning to me; why we should have cut but a sad figure to-day, if we had not had the apparatuses. Pray, Sir, says one of the most learned, what is an apparatus? Why, says my old friend,
friend, laughing at him, why a stew-pan is one, a pot is another, a ladle another, and many other things down in my kitchen are called apparatuses; so I left them in the midst of their sublime chat, and went home, where, to my no great surprize, I found the gentleman whose dinner I dress'd t'other day. Will, says he, why here you have made a strange racket at our house. My maid talks of nothing but you; what a pretty dinner you sent to table, and so easy, that it seemed no more trouble to ye than for her to make a Welch rabbit; but says, that if she had such a set of kitchen goods as yours, and a little of your instructions, she could do it all very well. Well, Sir, says I, if you please to furnish such things as are wanting, and spare a little of her time to peruse what
what I am about to publish, I make no doubt but she'll make an excellent cook. The girl is in the right on't, she told me she was afraid you would set her a spell by and by, by ordering just such another dinner, and I am sure it is impossible two made dishes can be well done with what your kitchen affords. What must I do then, says he, Will? why has not your good old neighbour Hackum invited ye to see his kitchen since he has furnished it? No, says he. Well, he has got all quite new from top to bottom; such a set as will just do for you; and I'll tell you what it is, and then shall draw to a conclusion; but must ask the favour of one small digression.—I promised at the beginning to fix one never-erring chart to steer by, so that the weakest capacity shall never do amiss, though
be mayn't arrive at once to that pitch of perfection equal to that of the celebrated Mons. Clouet. First then, my brethren, take care to begin your work betimes. Your broth and gravy for your soups and sauces should be the first thing in hand; your little matters in the pastry way may be done whilst that is going on; next prepare your fowls, collops, cutlets, or whatever it may be; put them upon plates, and range them in neat order upon the dresser before ye; next see that your meat and roast in the English way be all cleverly trimmed, trussed and singed, and ready for the spit. In like manner get all your garden things cut, pared, pick'd, and wash'd out into a cullender; and amongst the rest be sure you provide a plate of green onions, shallots, parsley, minced very fine;
fine, pepper and salt always ready mixed, and your spice-box always at hand; so that every thing you want may be ready at a moment's call, and not to be hunting after such trifles when your dinner should be ready to send to table. When your stewpans, &c. make their appearance, place them all in proper arrangement, and you cannot easily err. (For want of this steady care I have known a whole course swept, and the half of a very grand dinner in a fair way of being spoiled by misplacing only one stewpan, and the cooks (though great ones) were forced to make shift with any thing they could throw together to make a dish to fill the chasm on the table; but it was found out at last that the poor scullery woman finding it among the foul things without looking under the cover, found it.}
it into the dishkeeler, and 'twas lost. It was only a charming dish of green morels, in the room of which was served six or eight heads of celery flung into a frying-pan for a little colour, and dishebed up with a little sugar sifted over it.) What I observed before this long parenthesis I call good management, and will always succeed; the reverse of it is bad. I have known the time more than once or twice, that a cook has loitered away his time in the morning, and began his work perhaps at ten o'clock, and then at the wrong end too; so that time has so elapsed upon his hands that it was impossible for him to be ready at the hour set for sending to table; so that instead of winning the praises of his master or lady, and the rest of the good company, he gets into disgrace, and loses his character.
raeter. This is what is meant by saying the cook can never do well, for they must fail of it if they are regardless of time; so take it by the forelocks, my friends, and follow the instructions in the treatise before ye, and you'll be sure to be right, and soon procure to yourself a vast deal of fame. Now, Sir, please to give me leave to make a catalogue of such things as you stand in need of in your kitchen: Two little boilers, one big enough for your broth or boiling a leg of mutton, and the other for the boiling a couple of fowls or so, a soup-pot, eight small stewpans of different sizes, two very large ones, and covers to them all, a neat handy frying pan that may serve as well for frying any little matters, as an amlette or pancakes, a couple of copper ladles, two or three large copper spoons, a slice
or two, and an egg spoon, all tinn'd; a pewter cullender, three or four sieves, (one of lawn); to which you may add half a dozen copper cups that hold about three-fourths of half a pint, and as many of a lesser size, and an * etamine or two for the straining your thick soups, cullies or creams. Your cook will find uses for all these utensils, if you should ever give an order to get the dishes prescribed in the following receipts: but all your wooden ladles, skimmers, cabbage-nets, and such nasty things, banish them from your kitchen, let them not touch your broth, soup, fish, or any thing else; keep nothing of that sort there but two or three large wooden spoons, and them always kept clean for their particular uses, such as stir-

* An etamine is a stuff made on purpose for these uses, and are sold at many shops in London.
stirring any of your sauces in your stewpans, for pewter will melt, and copper will fret the tinning off. It is needless to say any thing of little round sauce-pans for venison sauce, warming of gravy, melting of butter or fish sauce, or the like. 'Tis supposed every house has a provision of that sort. And now let my brother or sister cook come on clean and neat like my friend and patron Clouet, with two or three clean aprons and rubbers, and follow the rules laid down in the easy method prescribed in the following receipts; and if it is not the most egregious blunderer in the world I'll be answerable for all that is done amiss. What my friend Clouet will say when he hears of this rash adventure of mine I cannot guess; but this I'm sure of, he'll be my voucher that it is all authentic.
As to the character of that gentleman, much at this time must not be said: that he was an honest man I verily believe, and might I have leave to give him praise equal to his merit, I would venture to say he was worthy of the place he enjoyed in that noble family he had the honour to live in. Much has been said of his extravagance, but I beg pardon for saying it, he was not that at all, nay, so far from it, this I can aver, that setting aside the two soups, fish, and about five gros entrees (as the French call them) he has, with the help of a couple of rabbits or chickens, and six pigeons, completed a table of twenty-one dishes at a course, with such things as used to serve only for garnish round a lump of great heavy dishes before he came here, such as calves and lambs sweet-breads,
breads, sheep and lamb's rumps, turkey's livers, and many other such like things, of which, with proper sauces, be used to make as many pretty neat dishes. The second or third great dinner be dress'd for my Lord Duke, be ordered five calves heads to be brought in, which made us think some extravagant thing was on foot, but we soon saw it was it was just the reverse of it; he made five very handsome and good dishes of what he took, and the heads not worth a great less each. The tongues, pallets, eyes, brains, and ears. The story of his affiête of popes-eyes, the quintessence of a ham for sauce, and the gravy of twenty-two partridges for sauce for a brace, was always beyond the credit of any sensible person; so shall leave that untouch'd. The second course dishes, or extrêmes,
be made as much difference in, I mean as to the expense, for what formerly (and that since my time too) made but one of most of them, he made two, and all prettier, because they were not so heavy. But I am afraid I shall launch out too far in encomiums on my friend Clouet; but beg to be excused by all my readers. One thing more and then I'll leave him to his new master marshal Richlieu (for there I am informed he now lives as steward, or maitre d'hotel). That I thought him very honest I think I said before, not only that, but he was of a temper so affable and agreeable, as to make every body happy about him. He would converse about indifferent matters with me or his kitchen boy, and the next moment, by a sweet turn in his discourse, give pleasure by
der, for your stock. You must be so extravagant as to have a roasted partridge; pick off the flesh, and I'll presently shew the use of it: the bones you may crush to pieces, and put to them some bits of ham, with about three quarts of broth and gravy mix'd: add to it as before onions and carrots and parsley; boil this as the last; take all from it; see that your partridge meat is well pounded, and your nantiles, and stir them into your broth, and let boil a few minutes; strain it through your etamine, and serve it with a partridge in the middle, and some thin morsels of bacon for garnish, which may be both boil'd in your broth, being well blanch'd; have some crusts soak'd as before, and serve it up.
VIII.

Potage a la purée verte.

Pease soup.

If you make this soup in the season of green-pease, take about three pints of old ones, boil them tender, and pound 'em well, a bit of butter in a large stewpan, and fry, with some bits of ham, two or three carrots, onions, turnips, and a parsnip, a leek or two, some bits of celery, and mint-tops, a little spice and whole pepper; pour in about three quarts of broth, and boil it an hour; take all out, and put in pour pease, with the soft of a French roll well soak'd in a little broth, for pease will not thicken enough at this time of the year; set it over your fire a few minutes,
nutes, and pass it through your etamine; provide a little celery and endives, or lettuce ready boiled, with a few young peas; put them to your soup, and let it simmer till dinnertime; add a little handful of spinach and sorrel chop'd, which may boil five minutes; prepare your crusts as before, and serve it up with a square bit of bacon cut in bits through the rind, and may be boiled with your broth.

For the winter season make use of blue peas, which are always to be had in London, and celery and endives to serve up in it; and stain it with the juice of spinach.
IX.

Potage au ris; or, Rice soup.

Get about a pound of rice, wash and pick it very clean; boil it a little while in water only; strain it thro’ a sieve, and put it into your souppot; put as much broth to it as may boil it without danger of burning; put in a blade of mace, and keep it stirr’d; when ’tis quite soft you may serve it up with some of your best gravy poured round (as in the Soup a la reine.)

Potage au Vermicelle; or Vermicelli soup, is done just after the same manner; so needs no other receipt.
X.

Potage aux onions; or, Onion soup.

It differs from a clear gravy before prescribed only in this; take three or four large onions, take off the second coat, and slice them in halves very thin, lay them in water a while, dry them, and fry them of a nice brown, in a bit of fresh butter, pour in a little warm water, and strain 'em upon a sieve that they may not be greasy; put them into your soup to boil a few minutes; order your crusts as before, put to the bottom of your dish; pour your soup in, and serve it up with a knuckle of veal or without as you like best. Very small onions are sometimes used for a change; fry'd in the same manner, whole.
XI.

Potage aux ecrevisses.

Crawfish soup.

You make this soup with the broth of meat or fish, just as you like best; for your stock you must provide two or three small flounders, eels, gudgeons, &c. put 'em boiling in about three quarts of broth or cold water; when it is pretty nigh upon boiling before you skim it well. If you chuse the maigre sort, put in half a dozen onions, three or four carrots cut in pieces, and some parsley, a little spice and whole pepper, about three-quarters of a hundred of crawfish if pretty large will do; take off the small claws and the shells of the tails, and pound them fine, and boil 'em with your
your stock, about an hour, stain it off, and break in some crusts of French bread to thicken it, and if you can the spawn of a lobster, (that within gives the best colour), pound it, and put to it, stain it through your etamine, and keep it boiling hot only. My reason for it, is this: when it boils, if 'tis two minutes, all the beauty of it (which is the colour) subsides, and the broth swimming at top, put your crawfish in, make hot, only preserve a few to lay round your dish, with a rim of small slips of bread fastened with the white of an egg to prevent their rolling in. No bread with this soup.

Prawns make an excellent soup done just in the same manner; but you must observe there is a small bag in the carcas full of gravel, which

E 4 must
must be always taken out before you pound them for your stock. You take only the tail of the prawn to put into your soup; but the crawfish body and all, but the small legs and shells.

This is a soup maigre you see; if broth is better liked put that.

XII.

Bouillis des tendrons de bœuf aux choux.

Hodgepodge of beef with savoys.

Provide a piece of the middlemost part of brisket beef about six pound, cut it in square pieces so as to make ten or twelve of it; don’t put it into too big a pot, but such a one as will be full with a gallon of water to it; take care to skim it well, and season it well with onions, carrots, turnips, leeks and celery, and a little bundle of
of parsley, and some pepper; when your meat is boiled very tender, strain your broth from it, and put it into a soup-pot or stewpan; take another with an ounce or little more of butter, melt it, and put in a large spoonful of flour, stir it over the fire till it becomes brown, take the fat off your broth and put to it, boil it a few minutes, and strain to your beef; your favoys should be well blanch'd, and tied up separate, put them into your meat, and let it stew very gently till your dinner is called; take it off and clean all from the fat, place your meat in neat order in your dish or soup-dish, lay your favoys between, pour your soup or sauce over it, and serve it up with a little parsley sprinkled genteely over it. This dish is frequently sent to table with turnips or carrots.
carrots instead of savoys, cut in neat bits, and boiled, before you put them to your soup.—'Tis but to say, des tendrons aux carrots, i.e. with carrots; or aux navets with turnips.

Hodgepodge of veal or mutton is done after the same manner, with this difference only, instead of making your soup brown stir your flour no longer than while it retains its whiteness, and pour your broth in, and strain to your meat.

XIII.

Un plat de soupe pour souper.
Soup for supper.

This may seem to be but a simple thing to place among these high matters; but I never see it come from table without a terrible wound in it.
If it has but the approbation of few it will pay very well for the room it takes up here.

To a quart of good new milk put a pint of cream, a bit of lemon-peel, a laurel-leaf or two, and a stick of cinnamon, and a few coriander seeds, and some good sugar; boil it for a few minutes, and set off to cool; blanch two ounces of sweet almonds, with two or three bitter ones, pound them with a drop of water to a paste, and stir them in your milk, rub it through an etamine, pour it back into your stewpan, and make it just boiling. Provide the yolks of about ten eggs, and pour in beat nice and smooth, stir it upon your stove carefully for a minute or two, and it is ready to serve to table, putting on it some rusks or toasts of French bread.
This is rather a Dutch dish, and for change no bad one. To make this in perfection you should have several sorts of small fish, flounders, gudgeons, eels, perch, and a pike or two; but it is often with perch only; they ought to be very fresh; take care all is very clean, for what they are boil'd in is the soup: cut little notches in all, and put them a little while in fresh spring water; (this is what is called crimping of fish in London); put them into a stewpan with as much water as you think will fill your dish, half a pint of white wine, a spoonful or two of vinegar, and as much salt as you would for broth. Put them over your fire
fire in cold water, and take particular care you skim it well in boiling; provide some parsley roots cut in slices, and boiled very tender, and a large quantity of leaves of parsley boiled nice and green. When your fish have boiled gently for a quarter of an hour take them from the fire, and put in your roots, and when you serve it to table strew your leaves over it; take care not to break your fish, and pour your liquor on softly and hot; some plates of bread and butter are generally served up with this, so be sure to have them ready.
Potage maigre aux herbes.
Herb soup without meat.

For the summer season three or four carrots, a little bunch of green onions, a few beet-leaves, and a handful of spinach and sorrel, a little purslane and chervil, and two or three lettuce, and some spice and pepper, strip all into small bits and fry them in a large stewpan, with a bit of fresh butter; pour in about two quarts of water, and let it boil gently for an hour at least, strain it off to the soot of a French roll well soak’d, and pass it through your etamine; prepare the heart or two of nice light savoys or cabbage, a couple of lettuce, and a handful or two of young peas, stew them well, and
and drain them upon a sieve; when it draws towards your dinner-time have ready the yolks of half a dozen eggs, mixed well with half a pint of cream; put your pease, &c. into the soup, and boil it for a few minutes, a few slices of white bread, then your cream and eggs; stir it well together, cover it down very close till you are ready for it; just shew it to the fire and send it up. This soup is frequently done with cucumbers quartered, and the seed cut out, instead of the things before-mentioned. For the winter, celery and endives, white beet-roots, sliced thin, or the bottoms of artichokes, which in some families are preserved for such uses, and in most of the oil-shops in and about London.
XVI.

Potage maigre aux pois.
Pease soup without meat.

For this soup a great quantity of garden things is used, five or six large onions, as many carrots, and a turnip or two, three or four leeks, celery, plenty of spinach, sorrel, parsley and mint; cut and slice all these into a large stewpan, and fry as before, pour in about three quarts of water, (for some will be lost amongst so many roots and herbs), and boil about an hour and an half very softly, strain into a pan with some soft bread, and pass it through your tamaline; prepare some blue or white pease, which is best liked or handiest, well pounded, and stir it from the lumps and strain it
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it again, rubbing the pease well thro'; have some celery and endive, well boil-
ed, a little spinach and sorrel cut and boiled with your soup; provide some white bread fry'd in small dice in a bit of good butter; strew it in your soup when 'tis dish'd up, and serve it to table.

Take care it don't burn, for it is very apt to do so when your pease are to it, so keep it stirring.

Potage aux Nantiles is done in the same manner, and common soups among foreigners throughout the winter; and I hope my friends of my own country will approve of them too.

Fish being the second first course dish takes its place next.

N. B. Mr. Clouet never boiled any fish of any sort in the plain way; and as almost every body knows the
easy method of dressing of them so, and their proper sauces, 'twill be needless to put it down here. I propose but four for his *gros entrées*, or removes, which is a turbot, salmon, a pike, and carp, done in manner following.

I.

*Turbot a l'Italiane.*

*Turbot in the Italian way.*

Cut the fins and tail of your fish off, and lay to soak in a marinade for an hour or two, which is a little vinegar, white wine, salt and water, some green onions and bay leaves, with some blades of mace and whole pepper; take your fish and dry it upon a cloth, and place it in a stewpan just its size. The most common sauce in Mr. Clouet's
Clouet's way was that at top, *sauce Italienne*; to make which, with about a pint of good gravy, put a glass or two of Rhenish, two or three spoonfuls of oil, the juice of a couple of lemons, an anchovy or two, a little pepper and salt, some shallots minced very fine, and a little bundle of green onions and parsley tied up, pour it on your fish, so much as will just cover it; if you find this not quite enough add a spoonful or two of your *cullis*, cover it down very close, and set it upon a slow stove to simmer very gently for about an hour, that it may be done rather by fumigation than hasty boiling; take a large ladle of your cullis and strain to it, about as much of your liquor from your fish, add a few olives pared from the ker-

* The next thing after these four of fish.
nel, or capers; dish your fish up hot, boil your sauce a few minutes and pour it over it, strewing a little parsley minced very fine over, and garnish with a great deal of whole, fresh and fine pick'd.

This is an excellent way to dress a John o'Dorey, or upon a pinch a large plaice is no bad thing.

II.

Saumon aux crevettes.
Salmon with shrimp sauce.

Of a salmon the jowl is preferr'd to any other part; notch it to the bone on both sides about an inch apart; lay it in a marinade, as before mentioned; put it into some long stewpan just its bigness if you can, with a fish plate or napkin under it, that
that you may take it out without breaking; put to it a pint of white wine, a dash of vinegar, some sweet basil and thyme, whole pepper, salt and mace, two or three shallots, a bunch of parsley and green onions; pour in as much water as will just cover it, let your lid be shut close upon it, and about an hour before your dinner put it over a slow stove to simmer, and prepare your sauce as follows: provide as many small prawns or shrimps (the tails only) as you think necessary for your piece of salmon; put into your stewpan to them a proportionate quantity of cullis, add to it a little basil, pimpernel, thyme and parsley, all minced very fine, with a dash of white wine; boil all about a quarter of an hour, squeeze in the juice of a lemon or two, take care that the
the fish is well drained, and put meat into your dish, pour your sauce over, and serve it up; garnish with lemons cut in quarters.

Trouts may be done in the same manner.

At times when maigre sauces are chosen, make a little broth of a few small fish, season as above, skim it well, and boil it but about half an hour, strain it into a stewpan, add a bit of butter mix'd with some fine flour, provide the yolks of four or five eggs, and about a gill of cream; stir your butter, &c. to prevent its being lumpy, and let it boil a little while, set it off the fire, put in your prawns with your cream and eggs, cover it close for a few minutes, keep it moving over the stove for a moment, squeeze in your lemon, and serve it up. Such
OF COOKERY.

Such a sauce as this may serve for any sort of fish, either stew'd or boiled; and without the help of Mr. Clouet, I have many a time toss'd up a dish of fish with only its own natural broth seasoned in the manner prescribed; I mean by stewing and straining its broth, and thickened as above.

III.

Une brochet farcez, sauce aux capers.
Pike with force-meat and caper sauce.

Prepare your pike thus: gut it without cutting of it open, but take care it is well cleaned; cut a notch down the back from head to tail, turn it round, and fasten the tail in the mouth, and lay it in a marinade as before: for your farce or forcemeat take the udder of a leg of veal, or
the kidney part of a loin of lamb, some fat bacon cut in dice, the spawn or melt of the fish, some green onions, a mushroom or two, or truffles, parsley, and salt, a little nutmeg and pepper, add a morsel of butter to fry it, chop it all well, and the soft of a French roll soak'd in cream or milk, pound all together in a large mortar, with three or four eggs; try if it is seasoned to your mind, and fill the belly of your fish, and close up that part that is cut in the back; make it nice and even; take two or three eggs, daub it well over, and strew some crumbs of bread upon it, and bake it in a gentle oven, the time according to the bigness of your pike. For your sauce, to two or three ladles of your cullis add two or three large spoonfuls of whole capers, some parsley
of cookery.

ley minced fine, the juice of two lemons, a little minced shallot, and serve it up in your dish hot, but not poured over.

As this dish is bak'd, garnish with a large quantity of fry'd parsley.

The French are fond of barbel, chubs, or chevins, done in the same manner.

IV.

Des carpes a la cour.

Carps done the court fashion.

A brace of carp is handsomest for a dish. Place your fish in a stewpan that they just fill, upon two or three slices of bacon or ham, that you may turn them the easier; pour in as much wine as will just cover them, a ladle or two of cullis, season with a bunch of onions.
onions and parsley, some cloves and mace, pepper, salt, and three or four bay leaves, and two or three shallots and mushrooms, an anchovy or two; and let your melts or soft rowes strew with the fish about half an hour; but the spawn or hard rowes boil separate, and when your sauce is ready cut it in pieces, and put in, for it is very apt to crumble to bits and spoil the comeliness of it. For the sauce take about half of what the fish are stowed in, and as much cullis added to it. For a sauce bachee, a little burnet, pimpernel, a mushroom or two, and some parsley, all minced very fine; take your melts or spawns and cut in small pieces, and boil a little while in your sauce; dish up your fish, add the juice of a lemon, and pour hot upon 'em; garnish with parsley only.
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Tench may be done just in the same manner.

XXI.

I propose to put twelve gros entrées of meat: but first of all to shew Mr. Clouet's method of preparing his coulis or cullis.

Take a stewpan that will hold about four quarts, put a thin slice or two of bacon at the bottom, about two pound of veal, a piece of ham, three or four carrots, onions and parsley, with a head or two of celery, pour in about a pint of your broth, cover it close, and let it go gently on upon a slow stove for an hour; when it comes to be almost dry watch it narrowly, so as to bring it to a nice brown, fill it up with broth, and let it boil softly about half an hour; take about half a pound
a pound of fresh butter, melt it, three or four large spoonfuls of fine flour, and rub over a stove till it is of a fine yellowish or light-brown colour, pour it into your gravy, and stir it well after boiling ten minutes or so; take your meat and roots out, and pass it through your etamine; take off the fat, and set it handy for such uses as you'll find in the following receipts. Be sure great care is taken of this, for on it the goodness and beauty of all the rest depends.

I.

Longe de veau marinée, sauce brune.
Loin of veal marinaded, with a brown sauce.

Your loin of veal should be put into the marinade the day before; take
take about two quarts of new milk, and put to it some green onions, a shallot or two, parsley, a little spice, whole pepper, salt, two or three bay leaves, and some coriander seed; put your veal in, and keep it well turned so as to soak it well, till it should be spitted next day, cover it with paper with butter rubb'd on it, and roast it gently till it is well done. I have known a cook baste with this marinade, but Mr. Clouet never, nor with any thing else. For your sauce, mix about a pint of your cullis thinned with a little gravy, mince two or three mushrooms and capers, a little parsley, and a shallot or two, pour it into your dish, adding the juice of a lemon, with the kidney undermost.
II.

Un jambon aux epinards.
Ham with spinach.

In this the French beat us again. You scarce see a ham go to table fit to eat in the English way. We serve it up generally not half soak'd, salt as brine, and almost as hard as a flint, and our sauce most times nothing more than a little greasy cabbage and melted butter, and sometimes for garnish an ugly fowl or two, or half a dozen pigeons badly trussed. The French go another way to work; they take their ham and trim every jot of the outside off (et mettez le tremper) put it in soak two or three days in milk and water, with a handful of coriander seeds; and in boiling they
throw in a little white wine, and a few blades of mace, and whole pepper, a carrot or two, and an onion, which adds to the flavour, and but a trifling expence; let it simmer for four or five hours, or till it is tender as a chicken; take care to preserve it whole, and make your sauce thus; stew your spinach nice and green, squeeze the juice from it quite dry, and chop it fine; put to it in a stew-pan a ladle of your cullis, a little pepper, salt and nutmeg, see that it is of a good flavour and thickness, and serve it up with the juice of a lemon under your ham, with the skin taken clean off.
III.

Jambon rotis.

Roasted ham.

For this entrée is generally provided a new Westphalia or Bayonne ham, soaked as before; put it to a slowish fire, and baste it with a little Rhenish or other white wine pretty constantly till it is done; but before you spit it draw your knife round between the fat and the sward; and in roasting you may easily take it all off; make it of a nice colour, and for your sauce dash into it a ladle or two of your cullis, a glass of Champagne or Rhenish, and a few tops of asparagus, cauliflower, or capers, add the juice of a lemon, and serve it up hot.
IV.

Jigot de mouton aux onions Espagnols.
Jigot of mutton with Spanish onions.

A jigot of mutton is the leg with part of the loin; provide such a one as has been killed two or three days at least, thump it well, and bind it with packthread, that you keep whole when you take it out; put it into a pot about its bigness, and pour in a little of your broth, and cover it with water; put in about a dozen of Spanish onions, with the rinds on, three or four carrots, a turnip or two, some parsley, and any other herbs you like; cover down close, and stew it gently for three or four hours; but take your onions after an hour’s stewing, and take the first and second rinds off, put 'em into
into a stewpan, with a ladle or two of your cullis, a mushroom or two, or truffles minced, and a little parsley; take your mutton and drain clean from the fat and liquor; make your sauce hot, and well seasoned, squeeze in a lemon, and serve it up with the onions round it, and pour the sauce over it.

V.

Chine de mouton aux concombres, ou sauce bâchée.

Chine of mutton with cucumber sauce, or a sauce of herbs minced.

You must provide the two fore-quarters of mutton, small and fat; cut it down the sides, and chop thro' the shoulders and breasts, so that it may lay even in your dish, raise the skin
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skin all off without cutting or tearing; prepare un petit salpicon des herbes, as the French call it; i.e. scrape a little fat bacon, and take a little thyme, marjoram, savoury, parsley, three or four green onions, a mushroom or two, and a shallot, mince all very fine, and fry them gently in the bacon; add a little pepper, and when it is almost cold, with a pâte-brush daub it all over the back of your meat, skewer the skin over it, spit it with three or four large skewers, and wrap some paper over it well buttered, roast it enough very gently, and for your sauce provide some cucumbers (if in season) nicely quarter'd and fry'd in a bit of butter to a brown colour; strain them upon a sieve for a minute or two, and put them into a ladle or two of your cullis, boil them
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a little while, and throw in some minced parsley, the juice of a lemon, and serve it up.—For your batché, or sauce of herbs, prepare just such matters as are fry'd for the first part of it; take a stewpan, with as much of your cullis as is necessary, and strew all in, and boil about half an hour very softly; take the paper and skin of your chine, and send it to table with the sauce poured over it, adding the juice of a lemon; and taste it to try if it is well flavour'd.

The hind chine of mutton is not so commonly dressed among the French, but sometimes done in the same way.
VI.

Chine deniere de mouton en surprize a la Clouet.

Hind chine of mutton after the fashion of Mr. Clouet.

Provide a nice small fat chine not too fresh; take off the skin as the other, make a sort of paste of butter, mixt with some thyme, parsley, and a mushroom, a little pepper and salt, smear it over the back, and fillets of your meat, and skewer on the skin, spit with skewers (for nothing is more disagreeable than a spit-hole through all the meat), roast it gently with some paper over it; but take care 'tis not too much done; for it is hash'd in the manner following: raise
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the skin so as to preserve it whole, and cut the fillets out from end to end, and those of the inside, and save all its gravy; keep your bones hot before the fire, and cut your fillets ten times thinner than a wafer if it's possible; put to it a ladle or two of your cullis, with the gravy, a shallot or two minced, and some minced parsley, toss it up over a stove till 'tis boiling hot, but don't boil it a minute, squeeze in a lemon, dish up your chine, pouring the hash over it, and cover it with the skin neatly, and send it up.

With a great deal of care a shoulder of mutton may be done in the same manner.—These are dishes that never fail of being well eat.
VII.

Rots bœuf, d'agneau, ou deux quartiers d'agneaux derrière, aux epinars à la crème.

Two hind-quarters of lamb, with spinage.

Take your two quarters of lamb, truss your knuckles in nicely, and lay it in to soak two or three hours in some milk, coriander seed, a little salt, two or three onions, and parsley; put it boiling in but little water, skim it well, put in some flour and water well mixt, a lemon or two pared and sliced, a bit of fævet, and a little bunch of onions and parsley, stir it well from the bottom, and boil it gently, and these ingredients will make it white as a curd; prepare your spinage as for
for the ham, with this difference, instead of cullis with that seasoning; put to it about a pint of cream, a bit of butter mixt with flour, a little pepper and salt and nutmeg, stir it over a slow stove till it is of a nice consistence, squeeze in the juice of a lemon, pour it into the dish, and lay your lamb upon it after draining it from fat and water, and take off any of your seasonings that may chance to hang to it.

A neck of veal is frequently done in the same way, taking the chine-bone off, and trimming it neatly.
VIII.

Surloin de bœuf, fillet bouchée.
Surloin of beef, the fillet hasb'd.

Trim your beef to look decent, and put it into a marinade the day before, as you did your veal, wrap it up in paper to roast it; take out the inside fillet, and slice it very thin; take care of your gravy, and put your meat into a stewpan with it, and as much of your cullis as is necessary to well fill the part where the meat was taken out, with some flowing in the dish; season with only pepper, salt, a shallot or two, and minced parsley; make it thorough boiling hot; add the juice of a lemon, and serve it up what we call the wrong side uppermost.

IX.
IX.

*Dindon a la braize aux chataignes, sauce salpicon.*

*Turkey in a braize with chestnuts, with a salpicon sauce.*

Lard your turkey with a few large square pieces of bacon, seasoned with a little beaten spices, pepper and salt, and a little parsley; take a pot about its bigness, and line it with thin slices of bacon, and cover with the same; season pretty high, with onions, carrots, a turnip or two, such herbs as you like, a little spice and pepper, parsley, and a head or two of celery, fill up with a little broth and water mixt, cover it down close, and let it go gently on till every part of your turkey is very tender.

*N. B.*
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N. B. This braize will serve for any thing else the same day, or for four or five days following. I should first have spoke of preparing the chestnuts by blanching, peeling, and putting into the body of the turkey, with a little farce or force-meat in the crop, and skewer’d up; let your turkey lay in the braize till towards dinner-time; and now prepare your salpicon; take a thin slice or two of boiled ham, a veal sweetbread, the yolk or two of hard eggs, or a knot is better, a pickled cucumber or two, two or three mushrooms cut all into small dice, and put into as much cullis as is suitable for your dish, dash in a glass of Champagne, or other white wine; boil all a little while, throw in a little minc’d parsley, try if it is seasoned to your mind, squeeze in the juice of a lemon, and
and pour over your turkey well drained, and serve it up.

A couple of large fowls done in the same manner, serves very well for a large entrée, with the same sauce, only leave out the chestnuts.

X.

Piece du bœuf tremblant.

Piece of beef trembling.

A rump of beef is the best piece for this; but it must be vastly cut and trimm'd; cut the edge of the aich-bone off quite close to the meat, that it may lay flat in your dish, and if it is large cut it at the chump end so as to make it square, hang it up for three or four days or more without salt; prepare a marinade as before,
fore, and leave it all night in soak, fillet it two or three times across, and put it into a pot, the fat uppermost, put in as much water as will a little more than cover it, take care to skim it well, and season as you would for a good broth, adding about a pint of white wine; let it simmer for as long a time as it will hang together; there are many sauces for this piece of meat; but the two favourites with Clouet were, sauce aux carrots, and sauce bachée; sauce with carrots, and a sauce of herbs, &c. minced. Your carrots should be cut an inch long, and boiled a little in water, and afterwards stewed in some cullis proportionate to your meat; when they are done tender, dash in a glass of white wine, a little minced shallot and parsley, and the juice of a lemon; take your
your beef out upon a cloth, clean it neatly from its fat and liquor, place it hot and whole in your dish, and pour your sauce hot over it, and serve it up. The sauce bâchée you saw before. But strew some minced parsley over it, it looks prettier.

XI.

Patée dressée des canards.

A raised duckling pye.

Take the livers of your ducklings, and make a little force-meat with a little scraped bacon, a mushroom or two, some herbs, pepper, salt and nut-meg pounded well together, a morsel of soft bread, and an egg or two, mix it well, and put it into them, put 'em into your crust with a bunch of onions and
and parsley, a little pepper strewed over, and cover them with some slices of bacon, and finish your making: before you send it to table, take a little broth and cullis mixt; take out your bacon and fat, and pour in your sauce, with the juice of a lemon, and serve it up without the lid.—You may add the heads of a few asparagus, or green peas, in your sauce.

XII.

Pattée d'oison picquée.

Goose-pye larded with bacon.

Provide a young fat goose, and lard in a few pieces of bacon, seasoned with spice, pepper and salt, and some herbs; place in your crust, and sprinkle a little salt and pepper, pour in a little broth, a bunch of onions and parsley,
parsley, with a little shallot, and cover it with a slice or two of bacon; bake it well, and provide a sauce as follows: take the feet, pinions, and gizzard, of your goose, stew them well, put them into a stewpan with a ladle of your cullis seasoned with such matters as you have seen before; cut up your pye and pour it in; but take off the fat clean, for nothing is more disagreeable in a sauce than the oily fat of a goose, turkey, or a fowl.

XIII.

Tete de veau au ragout melée.
Calves heads with ragout melée.

To make this for a large or gros entrée you must provide * two heads, but you need take nothing more than

* One may do very well for a small dish.
the cheeks; the tongues, pallats, &c. you may put to some other uses; blanch your cheeks, after taking the bones out, tie them up two together the skins outermost, with a morsel of bacon between, stew them with such seasoning as before, and prepare your ragout melée as follows: take a veal sweetbread or two, or three of lambs, some little square bits of bacon, two or three knots of eggs, a liver or two of fowls or turkey, some lambs or cocks stones cut into pieces, stew all a little while in a ladle of your cullis, a little parsley, pepper and salt, squeeze in the juice of a lemon, part your cheeks, and pour in your ragout between an equal quantity of each; preserve a little to pour over, and serve them up.
XIV.

Langue de bœuf rotis au vin de Rhin,
sauce piquante.

Neats tongue roasted with Rhenish
wine, piquant sauce.

For a large entrée you ought to provide two tongues, lay them fresh into a marinade some hours, spit 'em, and cover them with paper buttered, and baste them well and often with some Rhenish wine mixt with as much well seasoned broth; for your sauce piquante get a parcel of herbs, such as tarrogan, pimprenel, thyme, basil, parsley, and some shallots minc'd very fine; boil all in a glass or two of Champagne or Rhenish a few minutes, with a little pepper and salt, and pounded mace; take a large ladle of
of your cullis, squeeze in the juice of two or three lemons or oranges; when your tongues are done tear off the skins, and dish them up nice and hot, and pour your sauce over them, and garnish with lemons and oranges in quarters.

XV.

Piece de bœuf a l'ecarlate, sauce aux choux.

Piece of beef of a scarlet colour, with a cabbage or savoy sauce.

A square piece of the middle of the brisket is what is generally provided for this dish, about six or eight pound, take half a pound of salt-petre, beat it well, and rub over your beef, wrap it up in a cloth, and bury it in salt for seven or eight days, but not to touch
touch the salt; stew it in the manner of bœuf tremblant, and season’d so; let it be done very tender, and your cabbage or savoy be blanch’d, tied up, and stew’d with it for an hour, squeeze the fat and liquor well from ‘em, and put them into a stewpan with a ladle or two of cullis; add a little shallot, minced parsley, and the juice of a lemon; take out your beef upon a cloth to drain it well, dish up with your cabbage round it, cut it in notches across, and pour your sauce over it very hot.

This is sometimes served to table with lettuce, tops of asparagus, carrots, turnips, or any sort of garden things the sauces are made of.
Cuisse de veau mariné, sauce a la chicorée.

Leg of veal marinaded with sauce of endives.

Provide a nice leg of white veal, and marinade it in the manner of your loin, roast it with some lards or slices of bacon over it, covered with paper, take four or five heads of endives cut into bits about an inch in length, blanch it a little, and stew it in a little gravy mixt with a ladle of cullis; put a minced shallot and some parsley, squeeze in the juice of a lemon, and serve it up with the sauce under it.—Make use of capers, olives, or any sort of pickles for a change.
The next twenty are what the French call *petits entrées*. — Dishes of a lesser size.

Four of fish, four of meats, four of pastry, four of fowls, and four others.

I.

*Matelotte des carps.*

*Matelotte of carps.*

Provide one large, or a brace of a smaller size, cut in seven or eight pieces, fry them in a bit of fresh butter, pour in about a pint of red wine, a ladle of gravy, tie up a bunch of green onions, herbs and parsley, a few cloves, pepper and salt, and three or four bay leaves, stew all together gently
ly about three quarters of an hour, strain it into another stewpan to as much cullis as will do for your dish, and put your fish to it, put your bay leaves in, and a spoonful or two of capers, an anchovy chopt very fine; add the juice of a lemon and serve it up, with your melts or spawn for garnish, boiled in a little vinegar, salt and water; and have some bits of bread fry'd to stick about between your pieces of fish.

Tench and eels make an excellent dish done the same way.
II.

Fricassée des anguilles au vin de Champagne, ou vin de Rbin.

Fricassée of eels with Champagne, or Rhenish wine.

Skin three or four large eels, and notch them from end to end, cut 'em into four or five pieces each, and lay them in some spring water for half an hour to crimp them, dry them in a cloth, and toss them over a fire a few minutes in a bit of fresh butter, a green onion or two, and a little parsley minced; but take care the colour of neither is alter'd by burning your butter; pour in about a pint of white wine, and as much good broth, pepper, salt, and a blade of mace; let it stew about as long as the carp above, and
and thicken it with a bit of butter and flour, prepare your *liaison* (as the French call it) with the yolks of four or five eggs beat smooth, with two or three spoonfuls of broth, grate in a little nutmeg, a little minced parsley; towards your dinner-time let your eels be boiling hot, and pour in your egg, &c. toss it over the fire for a moment, add the juice of a lemon, and serve it up. Be very cautious you don't let it curdle by keeping it too long upon the fire after the eggs are in, for if 'tis ever so good and palatable before, nobody at table will touch it, from its bad appearance.

Tench cut in pieces make a very good dish done as above.
III.

Des soles farciz, sauce aux fines herbes.
Soles with forcemeat, sauce of minced herbs.

For this provide a pair of large soles, or three or four of a lesser size, take the skin off from both sides, and soak them in a marinade, as shewn before, for an hour; dry them upon a cloth, cut them down the middle, and with the point of your knife raise up the fillets; make a little forcemeat of the flesh of a couple of plaice or flounders, a morsel of the fat of veals udder or fewet, season with a mushroom or two, a green onion and parley minced, pepper and salt and nutmeg, scrape a bit of bacon, and fry it very
very gently; let it cool, and pound it well with a bit of bread well soak’d and a couple of eggs, taking away one white; lift up the flesh of the soles, and crowd in as much as you can; brush some egg over them, and strew crumbs of bread, a little oil, or oil’d butter poured upon it; bake ’em about half an hour of a fine colour, and send them up garnished with some little pats of your forcemeat fry’d, and some parsley. For your sauce take a little sweet basil, pimpernel, thyme and parsley, a shallot or two minced fine, with a ladle of your clear gravy, and a dash of white wine, pepper and salt; boil all together for a few minutes, squeeze in a lemon or two, and send it up in a fish sauce-boat.

Small prills are good done in this manner, or any other firm-flesh’d fish.
IV.

Des tranches de saumon a la Clouet;
sauce des ecrevisses ou des crevettes.

Salmon in slices Mr. Clouet's fashion,
with crawfish sauce, or prawns.

Take about six slices of salmon, and lay in water in what the French call a hot marinade; scrape some fat bacon, or a piece of butter, and a little minced shallot, a green onion, a mushroom, sweet basil and parsley, and a very little pepper and salt; fry all gently for two or three minutes, and put your salmon immediately in it, and keep it turned pretty often, with a few slices of lemon and a bay leaf or two; lay it upon your gridiron made very hot, that you may turn
turn it well; prepare a little cullis of prawns or crawfish. As for the crawfish soup, stew the tails in it a quarter of an hour, with an anchovy chopt fine; add the juice of a lemon, dish up your fish with the sauce pour'd over, and garnish with either of your shell-fish, taking the shell from the tail.

Trouts make an exceeding good dish after the same manner, only broiled whole, and cut in little notches from eye to fork.

V.

Un pattée de poulets aux feuilletages.

A chicken pye with light crust.

Cover the bottom of your dish or pattypan with a nice light paste, cut your
your chickens as for a fricasee, lay them in, and season with pepper, salt, and a bit of mace, put in a little bundle of green onions and parsley tied, a spoonful or two of broth, cover with thin slices of bacon; put your lid nicely on, and bake it about an hour and an half; before you serve it up take off the top, your bacon out, and clean well from fat; have ready a ladle of cullis, with the heads of a few asparagus, or pease, or any thing else that is in season; make it boiling hot, with the juice of a lemon, and serve it up.

Young rabbits make a good pye in the same way.
VI.

Pattée des perdreaux à la chicorée.

Partridge pye with endives.

Cut off the pinions of your birds as for roasting, the feet to the knee-joint, tuck the thighs in, and lard them with about six bits of bacon each side, make a little forcemeat of the livers, a little scrap’d bacon, a green onion and parsley, and a mushroom minced fine, and put within-side, lay bottom crust, and your birds in, with pepper, salt, &c. as before, and cover with bacon; fix on your lid, and bake it about two hours; provide some endive cut pretty small, and boil it very tender in a little broth, pour a ladle of cullis, some pep-
pepper and salt, and a morse of shal-
lot; cut up your pye clear of the fat
and bacon, boil your sauce a little
while, squeeze in the juice of orange
and lemon, pour it over your par-
tridges, and serve it up.

VII.

Pattée des pigeoneaux aux epinars.

Pigeon pye with spinach.

Take about eight small wild pi-
geons, or as many large squab pigeons,
which are best in season, take the li-
vers and make a forcemeat as before,
and put it into them, season as the
laff, cover with bacon, lay them in
your paste, and cover them; bake it
about an hour and a half, and pro-
vide your spinach stew'd nice and
green,
green, squeeze the juice well from it, chop it well, put it into a stewpan with a ladle of cullis, a little pepper, salt and nutmeg; let it stew for a few minutes, squeeze in the juice of a lemon; get your pye ready as directed before, and pour it in, and send it up very hot.

VIII.

Des petits pattés aux ris de veau.

Petty-patties of veal sweetbreads.

For this dish take six small tart-pans, if you have nothing for the making such things in, and lay your paste in, provide a couple of sweetbreads, boil them ten minutes or a quarter of an hour, and put 'em into cold water to harden a little, take I

three
three or four slices of ham, a mushroom or two, cut all into small dice, and fry in a little scraped bacon with a green onion or two, a little parsley, pepper, salt and nutmeg, get the yolks of three or four hard eggs, and a pickled cucumber or two, and cut to the rest when fry’d a little while very softly; stir all together, and put it into your paste, with a spoonful of gravy, bake them in a brisk oven about half an hour, cut off the lids, and set ’em in your dish, take a ladle of cullis, with a little gravy, a little chop’d parsley, make it boiling hot, with the juice of orange or lemon, pour it into your patties, put on the lids, and serve them up.

You may make such a sort of a dish as this almost at any time, with what your house affords, such as the breast
breast of a fowl or chicken, with a slice or two of tongue, a partridge or woodcock, or the like.

_N. B._ There is a favourite sauce now in high vogue called _a la Benjamelo_; that is as often served with these little matters which shall be given in some of the following receipts.

**IX.**

_Fillet de mouton aux concombres ou celery._

_Fillet of mutton with cucumbers or celery._

Provide one large or two small necks of mutton, cut off a good deal of the scrag, and the chine and splaybones close to the ribs, tear off the fat of the great end, and flat it with your cleaver,
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cleaver, that it may lay neat in your dish, soak it in a marinade as before, and roast wrapt up in paper well buttered; for your sauce in the spring or summer, quarter some cucumbers nicely, and fry them in a bit of butter, after laying in the same marinade, stew 'em in a ladle or two of your cullis, a morsel of shallot or green onion, pepper and salt, a little minced parsley, the juice of a lemon, and serve it. The only difference between this and the celery sauce is, instead of frying your celery, boil it very tender in a little water, or broth if you have plenty, and stew it for a quarter of an hour; be cautious you don't break the cucumbers.
X.

Caret de veau a la chicorée.

Neck of veal with endive sauce.

Provide a nice white neck of veal, cut off the scrag, &c. as from the mutton, lay it to soak in such a marinade as for your loin of veal an hour or two, roast it with lards, or slices of bacon, to preserve its whiteness, and send it to table, the sauce under or upon it, which you like best, made just in the same manner as the celery sauce; but for either of these things, in the season, you may use peas, tops of asparagus, kidney beans, bits of artichoke bottoms or cauliflower; and if care is taken they are pretty dishes.
XI.

Cote de bœuf glassee aux epinars.

A rib of beef glasse with spinage.

Provide one of the prime ribs, trim it neatly, and lay it in a marinade for an hour or two; take a stewpan exactly its bigness, put a slice or two of bacon at the bottom, lay in your beef, and cover it with the same; to season put in an onion or two, some bits of carrot, a little sweet basil, thyme and parsley, a little pepper, salt, and a blade or two of mace; let it stew gently till it is very tender; take it out upon a plate, strain your braize, clean it well from the fat, put it into a clean stewpan, and boil it with a ladle of gravy very fast, and you'll find
find it come to a sort of a gluey consistence, then put your beef in, and keep it hot till your dinner-time, and serve it up with spinage done in the manner as that for the ham.

At another time you may serve it with savoys or red cabbage stript fine and stewed, after being blanch'd, only adding a bit of bacon, with a few cloves stuck in it in the stewing, but not to send to table.

_Fillet de bœuf_, or fillet of the sur-loin is done pretty much in the same way, marinaded and roafted, with bacon over it, and the same sort of sauces.
Haricots de mouton aux carrots.

Haricots of mutton with carrots.

The old fashion way of doing this dish, in my opinion, is a very bad one, and not only so but a very expensive one. Two or three fat breasts I have seen provided, cut into pieces ugly enough, and stewed three or four hours, in what I called before, a braize: a sauce is prepared for it, and the mutton again stewed in it, and as much fat sent to table as sauce. For this large dish I would advise the cook to take the best ends of two necks, take two bones to a cutlet, cut one off, and flat it well (I mean the cutlet,) tear off the fat from the three
three or four bones of the prime end, trim them neatly, and fry ’em a few minutes over a brisk stove; for your sauce take the scraggs and make a gravy, season in the same way as for that in the second receipt; make a cullis of it with a little flour stirred over the fire with a morsel of butter, pour it to your mutton, and stew it till it is tender; cut your carrots, boil them in water for a while, and put them to it, with some pepper, salt, and a bit of shallot; when dinner-time throw in some minced parsley, squeeze in some lemon-juice, lay your cutlets in the dish, and serve it up.

This is frequently done with small onions fry’d brown, or turnips cut in little square or round bits.

XIII.
XIII.

Faisant a la mongelas aux fois gras.

Pheasant a la mongelas with fat livers.

Provide a large pheasant, cut off the pinions as to roast, and with the liver make such a forcemeat as you have seen set down before, put it into your pheasant, and spit it, with some lards of bacon and paper, take care you roast it nicely, and prepare your sauce as follows; take some fat livers of turkeys or fowls, blanch them till thoroughly done, and pound 'em to a paste, put to some gravy and cul- lis, mix it well together, and pass it through an etamine; cut off the flesh of the pheasant, slice it very thin and put
put to it, and preserve the carcases hot; add to your sauce, which shou'd be about the thickness of your cullis, a little pepper, salt, some minced parsley, and the juice of two or three oranges; and if you approve on't you may strip a few morsels of the orange-peel in, and serve it up with the hash poured over the breast, and garnish with some oranges in quarters.

XIV.

Un chapon ou deux poulardes, sauce ragout mélèz.

A capon or two poulets, with a ragout mélèz.

Take a large capon or two poulets, and blanch nicely in a morsel of butter or scraped bacon, but cut off your pinions
pinions and feet, and tuck in the legs: prepare your ragout in manner following; get a sweetbread of veal, or two of lambs, the fat livers of a turkey or fowls, some cocks' stones, three or four mushrooms, a thin slice or two of lemon, blanch all well with a knot or two of eggs, cut all into very small dice, and stew in a ladle of cullis; and you may add to it three or four gizzards and a few cocks' combs boiled very tender; fill up the bellies of your fowls or capons, and sew up at both ends, but make a reserve of some of your ragout to pour over; put 'em upon a lark-spit across, and tie upon another, lard them with bacon, cover with paper, and roast them softly, that they may be nice and white, strew in a little minced parsley, a morsel of shallot, squeeze in the juice
juice of a lemon or orange, and serve up with the ragout under.—Remember to draw the threads out.

XV.

Des perdreaux au celery blanc.

Partridges, with celery sauce white.

Take three partridges, and make a forcemeat of the livers as before named, and put it into 'em, blanch 'em in a hot marinade, spit them across, and tie them upon another, put on some lards of bacon and paper, and roast them softly; for your sauce, take the hearts or white of six or eight heads of celery split two or three times, and cut to pieces about an inch long, blanch it a minute or two in water, then boil it in some good broth
broth for an hour, put in a bit of butter mixt with flour to thicken it; prepare a liaison, or four or five yolks of eggs and some cream, a little pepper, salt, nutmeg and minced parsley, pour it to your sauce boiling hot, move it for a moment over your stove, squeeze in the juice of a lemon or orange, draw off your partridges, and dish them up with your sauce neatly over them.—This is an excellent sauce for boiled partridges or chickens, done in the same way as above prescribed.

XVI.

Des becasses aux oranges.

Woodcocks, with orange sauce.

Two brace of cocks I think is not too much for a dish as is here proposed; draw them without cutting off the
the heads, preserve the ropes and livers for a forcemeat to put within-
side, twift the feet back and truss 'em neatly with the beak thro' the thighs,
and tie the feet upon the vent, spit them upon a lark-spit across upon an-
other, spit and roast them with lards of bacon; when roasted dish 'em up,
and cut a gash or two in the breast of each, squeeze upon them the juice
of two or three oranges; your sauce must be a clear gravy with a morsel
of shallot, pepper, and salt; under each cock put a nice toast well soak'd
in a hot cullis, and serve them up.

Snipes make a neat dish this way; but I shall make a reserve of them for
an Hors d'œuvres.
XVII.

Un lievre en casserole.

A hare stewed.

One seldom sees a hare dressed by the English any other way but roasted, or boiled with onions, so that if a gentleman kills sixty or seventy brace in a season he has no variety, and always stands in his bill of fare, a hare; no more. In this we are beat again. One good way, I presume, is this; and afterwards in the Hors d'œuvres, and entre mets, shall shew how evident it is. For this then, to proceed—Take a young hare (a leveret is another thing) and cut into ten pieces, the two legs, two wings or shoulders, the chine in four, and the stomach and
and skins in two, don’t blanch them, but skim your wine, &c. well; put it into your stewpan, with about three half-pints of Port wine, two or three onions, a carrot or two, some sweet basil, thyme and parsley, and a ladle of gravy, a little salt and pepper, a clove or two, and a bit of mace, and let it stew gently for two hours, take out your hare clean into another stewpan, and strain your sauce to it, adding a ladle of cullis, and if not thick enough put in a bit of butter and flour, and boil it a minute, and keep it hot till your dinner is ready, fling in a spoonful or two of capers, some minced parsley, and the juice of a lemon or orange, and serve it up with some fry’d bits of bread in the dish and round it.—I hope nothing is said disagreeable or in prejudice of our English
English and plain way of dressing a hare, for I think it best; but variety adds beauty to a table. I have seen salmon, turbot, soles, &c. frequently served to a gentleman's table in the same one-way till they have come back almost untouch'd, till the end of the seasons, another cook has come along, changed their dressés, and by adding some little matter, and not a jot has remained in the dish; but yet in my opinion not so good. It is in this as it is in dress or equipage, sometimes white pleases best, and sometimes red, and so on to all the colours you can name.
XVIII.

Une matelotte des petits poulet aux champignons.

A matelotte of chickens with mushrooms.

Cut your chickens as for a fricasseé, the legs and wings, pinions, breast and back in two, blanch them in water for two or three minutes, put ’em into a stewpan, with a bit or two of ham, a ladle of gravy and cullis mixt, season with a bunch of onions and parsley, a little sweet basil, a morsel of shallot, pepper, salt, a blade of mace; stew all together gently for an hour.

N. B. This sauce may serve for several good uses; but for your matelotte
elotte prepare it with a ladle or two of your cullis, with a few nice button mushrooms, put in your chickens, and stew all together, with a little pepper, salt and nutmeg; add the juice of a lemon or orange, and serve it up. The reason of changing the sauce is, that your dish may have a decent appearance: your mushrooms would be broke, and your herbs, &c. by so long stewing be crumbled, and spoil the beauty of the most favourite dish of all.

This is often done with pease or tops of asparagus.
XIX.

Des roulades des lapreaux, sauce a l'ivernoise.

Rabbits collared, with a sauce a l'ivernoise.

Two couple of young rabbits for this dish I think is not too many: take care to take the bones out quite up to the wings or shoulders, but leave them on with the head; prepare a nice hot forcemeat of some bits of the rabbits that may be spared, a bit of veal or lamb fat, a little scrap'd bacon, a morsel of green onion, a mushroom, pepper, salt, and a little parsley, fry all together for a few minutes; put it into a mortar with some soft of a French roll soaked in cream or milk,
a little nutmeg, pound all well together with the yolks of two or three eggs; spread your rabbits in a dish, and lay your forcemeat on, roll them up to the wings, and bind with a bit of packthread; stew them in a braize about an hour and a half, and prepare your sauce thus: 'Tis a sort of a sauce bachée, as you have seen before, only to this you cannot put too many sorts of strong herbs, such as tarragon, pimpernel, thyme, marjoram and savoury, a green onion or two, mushrooms, and a bit of shallot, all minc'd very fine and separate; to a ladle or two of gravy and cullis mixt, put in just as much of each as will make palatable in boiling a quarter of an hour with pepper, salt and nutmeg, and a spoonful or two of good oil, throw in a handful of capers, clean your rabbits
bits well from grease, add the juice of a couple of lemons or oranges, and dish up, with your sauce over.

XX.

Un petit cochon de lait en balon.

Small fat pig en balon.

Sauce en ravigotte.

Sauce in ravigotte.

'Tis not a common thing to see a pig dressed among us any other way than roasted; but if variety can please I beg leave to send one to table in the following fashion: Cut your pig open from head to tail, but not touch the skin on the back, cut the head close off, and bone the rest, cut off the superfluous bits and make a forcemeat, as in the receipt before, spread
it regular, and cut some long thin bits of ham, the yolks of two or three hard eggs, and a bit of green pickle, cover all in with the ends and skirts of the pig, and tie it up quite tight in a thin cloth, just cover it with water well seasoned with onions, carrots, leeks, herbs and parsley, salt, whole pepper, and a little spice; let all simmer together for about two hours; prepare the sauce with a ladle or two of cullis, take a little pimpernel, a few leaves of sage, a mushroom or two, and some parsley, mince all separate, and boil all for a quarter of an hour; put in a small spoonful of mustard, squeeze in the juice of lemons or oranges, take out your balon nice and whole, wipe it with a clean cloth, and dish it up, pouring your sauce over it; don’t let your sauce boil after the mustard
mustard is in, 'tis apt to make it bitter.—If the balon should open tuck in the skirts under, with a spoon or point of your knife, that it may go decent to table.

I must ask leave to add four more of these petits entrées, because they are dishes in high fashion, and very much admired.

XXI.

Fricando de veau glasiée, aux epinards brune.

Fricando of veal glasiée, with spinach brown.

Take the inner part of a leg of veal, what the French call the Nut, take all the little skins off, flat it down,
down, and lard it all over with very small bits of bacon, put a slice or two into a stewpan about its bigness, and lay it in, cover with a slice of bacon or two more, and season with two or three onions, carrots and parsley, just cover it with water and a ladle of gravy, put no salt because of the bacon; let it simmer for about a couple of hours; take your veal out, and preserve it hot; strain your gravy into another stewpan, clean it well from fat, and boil it over a brisk stove till it comes to a caramel; lay your Fricando in (the larding downwards) and cover it close, for you cannot set it a minute upon the fire; the caramel will burn; prepare your sauce aux epinards, sauce with cullis, &c. as for your ham; dish up with your spinach at the bottom, and pour the caramel upon it. Take care
care that the caramel is of a nice brown, and you cannot have a gentler dish.

XXII.

Des petits poulets a l'Hollandoise, aux racines & feuilles de persil.

Chickens in the Dutch way, with parsley roots, and leaves of ditto.

Three large chickens will be enough; cut off the pinions, but not the feet, strip off the stockings (as they are called) by fire or boiling water, and tie them down upon the breasts; make a forcemeat with the livers, &c. as before named, put into them, blanch them nice and white over a clear stove, put them upon a lark spit, and tie them to another, with
with some lards of bacon, and plenty of butter’d paper; take care they are exactly coloured as you would roast a chicken in the English way, and provide your sauce as here set down; take some parsley roots that are not sticky, take off the rinds, cut them in thin slices, and lay them to soak in vinegar, salt and water, a green onion or two, and some parsley and shallot, with a blade of mace and whole pepper, for two or three hours; fry them very softly in a bit of butter, and wash afterwards in warm water; put them into some cullis, with a good dash of white wine of the sharp sort, boil it all together with a minced mushroom or two, or a green truffle, a little pepper, salt and nutmeg, have a good quantity of parsley leaves boiled nice and green, stir it into your
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Your roots just before it goes to table; clean your chickens from grease, and lay them in your dish, make your sauce boiling hot, add the juice of two or three lemons or oranges, and serve it up.

XXIII.

Un fois de veau a la bourgeoise.

A Calf's liver a la bourgeoise.

Get the liver of a fat white calf, and lard it with large slips of bacon seasoned with spices, pepper and salt, and plenty of herbs minced very fine, put it into a stewpan with a slice or two of bacon under it, cover it with cold water, and take care to skim it well, season with an onion or two, bits of carrots, a bunch of herbs and a shallot and mushroom; let it stew gently
gently for three quarters of an hour, and provide this sauce for it: — To a ladle of cullis put a small glass of white wine, and a spoonful of vinegar, a little pepper, salt and nutmeg, and such herbs as you used with the bacon, with some mushrooms minced; stew the liver in this a few minutes, squeeze in the juice of orange or lemon, and serve it up.

Livers of house-lambs make a pretty dish the same way.

**XXIV.**

*Un pain des escalopes de bœuf.*

*Loaf of beef-cullops.*

Order a loaf of French bread the size of your dish roll’d flattish, take out the inside, and fry the crust in butter;
butter; take as much of the fillet of a surloin, or the tender part of a rump of beef as will do for your loaf, hash it raw very thin, oil a bit of butter, and fry it quick, season with only a morsel of onion and parsley minced; for the sauce take a large ladle or two of cullis, season with pepper, salt and nutmeg, a mushroom or two and shallots minced very fine; stew this a few minutes, and put in the hash; but don't let it boil a minute after; sprinkle in a little minced, squeeze the juice of a lemon or orange, pour it in and over your loaf, and serve it up.

The fillet of a neck of veal makes a genteel and good dish in a loaf; put a white sauce, such as has been shewn in several of the receipts.

Nothing
Nothing has been said of garlick for any of the dishes past, nor shall I say more than this at all, that it is agreeable to the taste of foreigners no doubt; and was I to dress a dinner for only such, should always make use of it; but as my chief aim is to please my countrymen, shall leave it entirely to their choice. I never saw Mr. Clouet use more in any thing than a morsel mash'd with the point of his knife, and stirred in. But I have seen many a good dish spoil'd by the cook's not knowing its proper use. It is to give a flavour, and not to put so much as to make it predominant to all other ingredients.
The next thirty dishes, or thereabouts, are what the French call *Hors d'œuvres*, dishes of a small size, that are generally placed round the outer parts of the table, for first course dishes.

I.

*Des pallets de bœuf au vin de Champagne ou vin du Rhin.*

*Pallets of beef, with Champagne or Rhenish wine.*

Two or three pallets is enough for a small dish, scrape them clean, and boil for an hour in water, put them into cold a while, and peel the skins clean off, stew them in a braize till very tender, drain well from the fat, and cut them into pieces as nigh as you
you can in length two inches, in width one, put them into a stewpan with a small ladle of cullis, a little pepper, salt, and a morsel of shallot, stew all a few minutes with a glass of either of the wines, throw in a little minced parsley, juice of a lemon or orange, and serve it up. This is often sent to table with some onions fry'd nice and brown.

II.

Des tranches de fillet de bœuf, au jus clair & roombole.

Slices of fillet of beef, with clear gravy and roombole.

A pound of meat is enough for this dish; cut it into bits about an inch thick, and flat it down with your
your knife or a light cleaver; it is better than slicing; make it very thin and jagg it with your back of the knife cross and cross, rub a large stew-pan with butter, a little green onion and parsley minced, fry your beef briskly for two or three minutes, tosting it that it may be done on both sides, take it out into a small stew-pan, and pour in a ladle of nice gravy, a little pepper, salt, a morsel of shal-lot and parsley, boil it but a moment; when dinner is ready squeeze in a le-
mon or orange, and send it to table.

The inside fillets of loins of mutton or pork is done in the same man-
ner; and though they seem but tri-
fling matters, yet if care is taken to make them very thin, and nicely fry’d, and not boiled too much afterwards, they are good and pretty dishes.
Des queues de mouton à la braize, sauce aux capres.
Sheeps rumps à la braize, with a sauce of capers.

Do your rumps down very tender in a braize, trim them nicely, cut all the ragged bits off, and place 'em in a stewpan, pour in a ladle of cullis, a spoonful of capers, a morsel of shallot and minced parsley; boil all a few minutes, take the fat clean off, add the juice of a lemon or orange, and serve it up.

Lambs rumps done in this way make a very neat dish, and you may serve either with carrots or turnips neatly cut and fry'd, instead of capers.
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IV.

Des langues de mouton en gratin.
Sheeps tongues en gratin.

These are first stewed tender in a braize too, peel them, and trim nicely; provide for your sauce three or four fat livers of fowls, or two of a turkey; boil them well, and pound them; put them into a stewpan with a ladle of cullis stirred well, and pass it through an etamine; if you make use of plate pour it into your dish, seasoned with a little pepper and salt and shallot, and set your tongues in, keeping of it stewed over a chaffing-dish of charcoal, cover close down till it is almost dry, pour in a little gravy, with the juice of a lemon or orange.
orange, and serve up with a sprinkle of fine minced parsley; if you must do it in a stewpan, lay it smooth in your dish, and put your gravy over it, as directed before.

Lambs tongues are done in the same manner, and make as fashionable a dish.

V.

Des tetes d’agneaux au jus de persil,
Lambs heads, with sauce of parsley juice.

Provide two heads of house lambs, take out the under jaw-bones, and the bone in the neck, cut out the eyes, and chop off the nostrils, wash them well, and let them lay in water an hour, blanch them in water, put them into a little soup pot, pour enough
enough water to cover them, skim it well, and season with an onion, carrot, a bunch of herbs and parsley, whole pepper and mace; to preserve their whiteness you must put in a bit of butter and flour mixt, a sliced lemon, and a morsel of fewet, let 'em boil gently till very tender; and provide your sauce with a ladle of broth well seasoned, dash in a glass of white wine, a bit of butter and flour to thicken it, pepper, salt, and nutmeg; provide some juice of parsley, boil all a few minutes, dish up your heads, taking the skull-bones off with the point of your knife, peel the tongues, and take care not to break the brains, squeeze in the juice of lemon or orange, and serve them up.

Sheep or lambs trotters are frequently done in the same manner,
or with a brown sauce, and no bad dish they make.

VI.

Des ris d'agneaux aux points d'asperges.

Lambs sweetbreads, with tops of asparagus.

Blanch your sweetbreads, and put into cold water awhile, put them into a stewpan with a ladle of broth, with pepper, salt, a small bunch of green onions and parsley, and a blade of mace, stir in a bit of butter with flour, and stew all about half an hour; make ready a liaison of two or three eggs and cream, with a little minced parsley and nutmeg; put in your points of asparagus that I suppose
pose to be boiled, and pour in your liaison, and take care it don’t curdle; add some juice of lemon or orange, and send it to table. You may make use of pease, young goose-berries, or kidney-beans for this, and all make a pretty dish.

VII.

Des oreilles d’agneaux a l’oseille.

Lambs ears, with sorrel.

In London such things as these, or calves ears, tails, or the ears of sheep ready for use, or perhaps in some other great markets, are always to be had of the butchers or tripemen.

About a dozen of lambs ears will make a small dish, and they must be stewed tender in a braize; take a large
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large handful of sorrel, chop it a little, and stew it in a spoonful of broth and a morsel of butter, pour in a small ladle of cullis, a little pepper, and salt, and nutmeg; stew it a few minutes, and dish up the ears upon it, nicely twisted up.

VIII.

Des tendrons de veau au blanc.

The gristles of a breast of veal, with a white sauce.

About the half of a breast of veal will do for this small dish; take off all the upper part, and cut the gristles in small bits, blanch them, and put into a stewpan to a ladle of broth; stew it very tender, and put a bit of butter mixt with flour, a bunch of onions
onions and parsley, a blade of mace, pepper and salt; for your sauce you may prepare either pease, asparagus, make a liaison as before, and just before you serve pour it in; add the juice of a lemon, and dish it up.

Breasts of lamb are done in the same manner, and make a favourite dish.

IX.

Des pallets de veau au vin de Champagne.

Veal pallets, with Champagne.

Provide about two pallets, and boil half an hour, take off the skins, and cut them into such pieces as your pallets of beef, put them into a stew-pan with a glass of Champagne, a little
little minced green onion, parsley, pepper and salt, toss it often till the wine is gone, pour in a ladle of your cullis mixt with gravy, stew 'em softly in it till very tender, dash in a small glass more of your wine, add the juice of a lemon or orange, and send it up.

X.

Unt fricasée des langues de veau aux aschen fleurs.

A fricasée of calves tongues, with cauliflowers.

Get two tongues, which is enough for a small dish; boil them till the skin comes well off the ragged parts, and slice them very thin, put into a stewpan with a ladle or two of broth,
broth, and put in a bunch of onions and parsley, a blade of mace, pepper, and salt; let all stew softly till very tender, and liaison as before prescribed, pour it in when boiling hot, cover it close, and let it remain so till your time of dining; move it upon a stove for a minute or two, squeeze in a lemon or orange, and dish it up.

XI.

Des oreilles de veau aux laitiès.

Calves ears, with lettuce.

Six ears will do; stew them very tender in a braize, and your lettuce must be done thus, take as many as you have ears and blanch them in water, open the leaves, and put into each a bit of the middling bacon, with
with a clove or two stuck in each, close the leaves over, and bind with packthread, put them into a stewpan with a ladle of your cullis, and a little gravy, pepper, salt, and a morsel of shallot, stew them till very tender; take your ears out, and clear them from grease, and put them to your ears, add the juice of a lemon, and serve them up; take care your lettuce are preserved whole, and laid between the ears.

Lambs ears may be done so too.

XII.

Des ris de veau aux champignons.
Veal sweetbreads with mushrooms.

Provide two or three veal sweetbreads, blanch them, and cut them in
in slices, get a few nice button mushrooms cleaned upon a bit of flannel, put them into a stewpan together, and let them stew gently for half an hour in a ladle of cullis, but put no gravy, for the mushrooms will produce some liquor, take a knot or two, or the yolks of three or four hard eggs, dash in a glass of white wine, a morsel of green onion and parsley minced fine, pepper, salt, and nutmeg, squeeze in the juice of a lemon or orange, and serve it up.

Lambs sweetbreads just so.
XIII.

Des queues de veau aux carrots.
Calves tails with carrots.

Sauce brune.
Brown sauce.

Cut the tails into two or three pieces, and you must stew these in a braize, and cut the carrots into neat genteel pieces, blanch them a few minutes, take the tails out, and soak the fat well off, put them into a stew-pan, with a ladle or two of cullis, carrots, a bunch of basil, onions, thyme and parsley, pepper, salt, a blade of mace, and a clove of roombole, stew all till your carrots are tender, sprinkle in a little minced parsley, take out the roombole and herbs, add
add the juice of lemon or orange, and send it to table.

XIV.

Des cervelles de veau au ris.

Calves brains with rice.

The brains of two heads is enough for a good dish, but an Hors d'œuvres in particular, blanch them, and take off the little bloody fibres, cut into two pieces each, and soak them in a marinade of white wine and vinegar, &c. for an hour, put them into a stewpan with some cullis and gravy, and stew them softly about half an hour; boil your rice in water a few minutes, strain it off, and stew it in broth till it is tender, with a little salt and a bit of mace, dish up the brains, and
and pour some of the sauce to the rice, squeeze in a lemon or orange, and pour over for serving to table.

When you procure two or three pair of eyes they make an excellent dish done in the manner of doing the sweetbreads.

XV.

Des cercelles aux olives.

Teals with olives.

Two is enough; when you draw them save the livers, and make a little forcemeat, adding some scrap’d bacon, a mushroom or two, a pretty many herbs, pepper, salt, some shallot, all minced, and well mixt, put into the bellies of your fowls and fasten them up; fry them gently a little while in a hot
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a hot marinade, and spit them across your spit upon a lark-spit, cover with bacon and paper, and roast them, but not too much; prepare your sauce with a ladle of cullis and gravy mixt, pepper, salt, and shallot, and about a couple of dozen of olives pared; draw off your teals, and put them into your sauce, cut them first down the breast, stew about five minutes; squeeze in plenty of orange, with a few strips of the peel, and send to table.

XVI.

Des perdreaux en ragout, aux oranges.

Partridges in ragout, with oranges.

Truss your partridges, and roast in the English way, only use no flour; M 2 make
make a sauce of the livers pounded, and add two or three of chickens, put it into a stewpan with a green onion or two, a mushroom, pepper and salt, and parsley; boil all in cul-lis a few minutes, and strain through your etamine; cut the partridges as for a fricasee, and put to your sauce; let it boil but just long enough to make the meat hot through, strip in a morsel or two of the peel, a bit of minced shallot and parsley, squeeze in a good deal of juice, and dish it up. Garnish with oranges in quarters.
Des perdreaux bâchée, sauce au ro-combole.

Partridges bât'd, with rocombele sauce.

Truss these as to roast them in the English way; make a forcemeat with the livers, &c. and roast gently with a lard of bacon and paper, lodge a bit or two of rocombele upon the breasts, and when done, cut all the flesh from the breasts, and cut it in slices thin as possible; keep your car-casses hot, and provide a sauce for the hash, with a ladle of cullis, minced rocombele, pepper, salt, and nutmeg; boil this a few minutes, and put in your hash; when your dinner is rea-

M 3
dy put it to the sauce; make it only boiling hot, throw in a little parsley, squeeze in some lemon or orange, and dish up upon the bones or carcasses; put enough of your cullis that some may flow over into the dish.

Woodcocks make a good dish done in this fashion.

XVIII.

Salmis des becasses.

Salmy of woodcocks.

For this too the French truss their cocks in the English way, and half roast them, without flour; cut them in fricasee pieces, and take care to secure all the inside except the gizzards and galls, which you must be sure to take clean away, but the ropes,
ropes, livers, &c. pound to a paste, with a morsel of shallot, green onion and parsley, pepper, salt, and nut-meg, put in a ladle of your cullis, a glass of red wine, and pass it thro' your etamine, pour it into a stewpan to your meat, let it stew very gently for three quarters of an hour, fling in a little minced parsley, the juice of an orange, and serve it up garnish'd with fry'd bread, and some bits in the dish.

Any sort of birds, such as snipes, quails, &c. that are not drawn, make a pleasing dish done in the same manner.
XIX.

Des becasses farcez, au jus clair.

Woodcocks with forcemeat, with clear gravy.

For this you should draw your cocks, cut off the feet, and truss the thighs in; preserve the ropes for the forcemeat, and make a little mince of your livers, with a morsel of ham, seasoned with a mushroom, pepper, salt and parsley; cut almost all the meat from the breasts of your cocks, cut it in little bits with the ropes, scrape a little bacon and fry it, seasoned with a mushroom or two, a bit of green onion, a little parsley, pepper, salt, and nutmeg, and put to the soft of half a roll soak'd in cream; mix
mix all well with two or three eggs, fill up the breasts in shape as they were, nigh as you can, brush them over with egg and crumbs of bread, and bake them in a slow oven; and for your sauce have ready some clear gravy, with a little shallot, pepper and salt, squeeze in the juice of an orange, and serve them up hot.

XX.

Poitrine des poulardes a la Benjamele.

Breast of fowls a la Benjamele.

Two fowls make two dishes, but in different ways; cut off the legs whole with the feet, and the next shall give directions how to manage them. But the breasts you must roast, but without the pinions, they may serve
serve for something else; when roasted, take off the skin, and cut off the white flesh, slice it in thickish pieces, put it into a stewpan, and provide your sauce as follows; take about half a pint of cream, a bit of butter mixt with flour, put in a green onion or two whole, a little parsley, pepper and salt, stir it over a slowish fire till it boils to its thickness, and pass it through an etamine, put it to your fowl in a stewpan, and then boil it till it is hot through; add nothing more than the juice of an orange, and send it up.

This sauce may serve for any sort of white meat, and is now very much in fashion.
XXI.

*Des petits balons aux cuisse des poulardes.*

*Balons of legs of fowls.*

This is to be done with the four legs; take out the thigh and leg-bone to the knee, without cutting the skin; let the feet continue on, and scald or burn off the stocking, but take care not to burn or scald the skin, for it is to be sewed up; lay them a little while in a marinade of white wine and vinegar, &c. prepare a forcemeat, such as is for several things before, and spread over the in-sides; draw them up nice and round, and stew them in a little braize for an hour, or a little more; make a neat sauce
faucé of a ladle of cullis and gravy, a dash of white wine, a bit of shal-
lot and parsley minced; take your balons out upon a cloth to drain, and
clean from fat; dish them up with the feet to them; boil your sauce a
minute, and squeeze in the juice of an orange or lemon, and send it up.

XXII.

Des pigeonneaux a la duxelle.

Pigeons a la duxelle.

Four or five pigeons will do for an Hors d'œuvre; but this is most
times served for an entrée; cut off the feet and pinions, and slit them
down the breast, then take out the livers, and slit them with a cleaver;
make a hot marinade of some scraped bacon
bacon, seasoned with a mushroom or two, green onions, pepper, salt, thyme and parsley, and a little nutmeg; fry all a few minutes, and let the pigeons be heated through in it, and let them remain till you put them upon your gridiron; take a thin slice of ham for each pigeon, and put them broiling with the ham always at top; I mean when you turn your pigeons, turn your ham upon them; for your sauce, take a ladle of gravy, some sweet basil, a little thyme, parsley, and shallot, minced very fine, a few slices of mushrooms, boiled all together a few minutes; dish up your breast downwards, let your ham continue upon them, and pour your sauce over, with the juice of a lemon or orange.

N. B.
N. B. There's another way of doing this dish, by tying a slice of veal on one side of the pigeon, and ham on the other, and done in a braize; but it is very troublesome and expensive, and I think not better.

XXIII.

Fricassée des petit poulets, aux champignons blanc.

Fricassée of chickens, with white mushrooms.

Cut your chickens as before directed, and blanch them in water only wash off the skim and soil neat and clean, (for the goodness of this dish half depends upon its decent appearance) any body may make it taste well, but it must be a good cook to make
make it look well; put a bit of butter in your stewpan, just melt it, and put in your chickens, and shake in as much fine flour as will thicken about a pint of broth, keep it toss'd over your stove two or three minutes, and pour in your broth, but keep it moving for a while that it may not be lumpy, put in a bunch of two or three onions and parsley, a little pepper, salt, and a blade of mace, stew it softly about an hour, provide a liaison of three or four eggs, with a spoonful of broth and cream, nutmeg and parsley; put in a few stew'd button mushrooms; make it boiling, and put in the liaison, give it a tofs, cover it close till dinner is ready, squeeze in a lemon or orange, and serve it up.

Instead
Instead of mushrooms you may put points of asparagus, young peas, and sometimes without either.

XXIV.

Des becassines aux feuilles de pourpier.

Snipes with purflain leaves.

Draw your snipes, and make a forcemeat for the inside, but your ropes preserve for your sauce, spit 'em across upon a lark-spit, covered with bacon and paper, and roast them gently; for your sauce you must take some prime thick leaves of purflain, blanch them well in water, put them into a ladle of cullis and gravy, a bit of shallot, pepper, salt, nutmeg and parsley, and stew all together for half an hour gently, have the ropes ready blanch'd,
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blanch'd, and put in; dish up your snipes upon thin slices of bread fry'd, squeeze the juice of an orange into your sauce, and serve it up.

XXV.

Des petits risoles de becasse, ou be-cassines.

Risoles of the flesh of a woodcock, or snipes.

Take the flesh from your woodcock, or snipes, and make a forcemeat as follows: Chop your flesh and rope raw and separate; a bit of ham cut very thin, cut into slips, and then into as small morsels as you can, a bit of good sewet, a bit of a manchet foak'd in gravy, season with a bit of green onion, sweet basil and parsley, and
and a jot of rocambole, pepper, salt and nutmeg, mix all well together, (but not pounded) with an egg or two; lay it in lumps upon a nice thin paste, and make them in the shape of a raspberry or quince puff, but very small; when your dinner is almost ready, provide a large stewpan with lard, and fry all at once; then serve them hot to table without any sauce.

XXVI.

Des petits pattées en timbal.

Petty pattées in cups.

Sauce à la Benjamele.

With a Benjamele sauce.

These are made in copper cups lined with a thin paste; take the breast of a roast chicken, partridge,
or a sweetbread blanch'd, and cut into small dice; a slice or two of ham cut in the same manner, two or three girkins, a mushroom or two, or green morelle, fry all this together gently in a little scraped bacon, seasoned with a bit of shallot, green onion, pepper, salt and nutmeg; when cold fill up your cups; and cover with the same paste, bake them gently about half an hour; prepare your sauce; a la Benjamile, as for the breast of a fowl. Dish them up bottom uppermost; cut a lid off; and fill them up; take care it is sent very hot to table.
XXVII.

Des fillets des soles aux fines herbes brune.

Fillets of soles, with herbs in a brown sauce.

Skin your soles both sides, and lay them a while in a marinade of white wine, &c. dry them well in a cloth, and fry them without butter or flour, of a nice colour; take off your fillets nicely, cut them into pieces in length about two inches, put them into a stewpan with a glass of Champagne or Rhenish, pepper, salt and nutmeg, a small ladle of gravy and cullis mixt; mince separate, a green truffle or mushroom, a leaf or two of pimpernel, a little sweet basil, thyme and
and parsley, and a morsel of shallot; put into your gravy, &c. such a quantity of each as you like best; stew all together very gently for a quarter of an hour, squeeze in the juice of a lemon or orange, and serve it up very hot.

The fillets of plaice tenderly handled make a pretty dish in the same way; the flesh is not so firm as soles, which is my reason for this caution. If maigre days, instead of cullis or gravy, make a sauce of such small fish as is before prescribed, or a cullis of crawfish.
XXVIII.

Fillets des merlans marinex et frite au persil.

Fillets of whitings marinaded, and fry'd with parsley.

The fillets of about six smallish whitings is enough; each makes but two from top to bottom; lay them in a marinade of wine, &c. about an hour, dry them well, and toss them in a heap of fine flour, provide a large stewpan of lard, make it hot, and fry all together upon a brisk fire, fry your parsley crisp and green, and serve your fish up upon it. This is a most favourite dish, and generally eat with the juice of an orange or lemon; but some chuse what the French call
call sauce pouvrade, or sauce pour-homme, which shall be seen by and by provided for the roast and entremets.

XXIX.

Fricasée des tenches, aux fois des merlans.

Fricasee of tench, with whittings livers.

In the whiting season you may have plenty of livers at any fishmonger's shop, and a vast addition it is to the goodness and beauty of any dish of this sort; split your tench, or a brace, according to the size; take out the back-bone, and cut the flesh in pieces, so as to make them answer, if you have occasion, to your soles or whittings, toss them up in a bit of melted
melted butter oiled, and a little flour, for a minute or two, pour in a ladle of broth, and a glass of white wine, keep it moving upon the stove till ready to boil, and season with a bunch of green onions and parsley, some mace, pepper and salt, blanch your livers, and stew all together about half an hour; have ready a liaison as before mentioned for fricassees, and just before your dinner-time pour it in, and cover it close; before you send it up give it an easy move over the fire for a moment, add the juice of an orange or lemon, and serve it up.

The heads and melts of your fish are favourite bits; so take care they are among the rest.

N. B. The fillets of weavers, perch, soles, or any such firm sort of fish,
fish, make a good fricasee, and done in the same manner.

XXX.

Des perches a l’Hollandoise.

Perch in the Dutch fashion.

Crimp your perch only one gash from end to end, put them into spring-water half an hour, put them into a stewpan with a large glass of white wine, half as much vinegar, plenty of mace, a little pepper and salt, and a bunch of onions and parsley, and some thyme tied together; let them stew gently in this (turning of them once) about twenty minutes, pour as much hot water in as will fill your dish, with a piece of butter mixt with flour, and boil a few minutes
nutes longer, take out your herbs, and serve it up with a heap of parsley-leaves over it boiled nice and green.

—According to my judgment this is a good and delicate dish, and much the best way of dressing perch.

Gudgeons are done in the same manner.

XXXI.

Fillets des maquereaux au fenouille & grosseilles.

Fillets of mackerel, with fennel and gooseberries.

For this the French always boil their mackerel as we do, only adding a little vinegar and a bunch of herbs, take the sides or fillets from the bone, and cut in two pieces; about four is enough
enough for such a dish as here proposed, put them into a stew-pan with the melts and roes whole, dash in a glass of white wine, a ladle of cullis and gravy, some minced fennel, green onion and parsley, pepper, salt and nutmeg; stew all about eight or ten minutes; put in about half a pint of scalded young gooseberries whole, squeeze in a lemon or orange, and serve it up hot.

XXXII.

Des puaviores grilléz, aux feuilles de lauriers, sauce pouvrade.

Broiled weavers with bay leaves, with sauce pouvrade.

Notch your fish, and lay them in a marinade of white wine and vine-

gar,
gar, &c. and a few bay leaves, let 'em remain an hour, and dry them in a cloth, broil them of a nice brown colour, with a bay leaf or two upon each, and prepare your sauce with a spoonful or two of gravy, a little white wine and vinegar, some shallot, pepper, salt and parsley, boil it but a minute or two, and send it up in a fish-boat or cup, for most chuse these fish with orange or lemon only.

XXXIII.

Des maquereaux grilléz aux fines herbes.

Mackerel broil'd with fine herbs,

Draw your mackerel without opening the belly part, and cut them down the back from the neck to the tail, but without flatting of them; take fennel,
fennel, mint, sweet basil, thyme and parsley, mince all very fine, and make a sort of paste with good butter, pepper, salt, and pounded spices, rub it on the flesh of your fish, and place them first upon the gridiron, on the belly part; when the butter is well soak'd in, turn them to the sides, and make them of a good colour; make your sauce of a ladle of cullis and gravy, and a morsel of shallot or ro-combole boiled a minute or two, with the juice of an orange or two; support your fish in the dish back uppermost, with some quarters of the same, and pour your sauce in boiling hot. This dish may be served for either an entrée or hors d'œuvre, or a remove for a soup.
XXXIV.

Des escalopes de lapreaux au vin de Champagne.

Collops of rabbits, with Champagne wine.

Take the flesh of a couple of rabbits, cut it in slices, and with a knife pat it down so as to make it very thin, rub some butter all over a large stew-pan, mixt with a green onion and some parsley minced very fine, stick the meat round, and fry it a minute or two over a brisk stove, giving it a toss or two, let it lie in that till you have prepared your sauce, which must be thus done, put into a small stew-pan, a ladle of cullis, a glass of Champagne, pepper, salt and nutmeg, a small
small quantity of such herbs as you like, and a morsel of shallot, boil it five or six minutes, and put your rabbit in, make it only boiling hot, squeeze in the juice of a lemon or orange, and serve it up.

The flesh of chickens make a neat dish in the same way.

Next are the Entremets, or second course dishes, of which I shall put down about forty of the most fashionable; and give a hint of the management of the roast. By roast I mean what is served for second course, such as a leveret, woodcocks, snipes, or partridges, &c. but no large things, and the sauces they usually serve with 'em. As to pastry things I shall put but few, for I think the English in most of them excel.
Des alunelles d'agneaux marinées & frits, au persil.

Lambs-stones marinaded and fry'd, with parsley.

In this dish too, if the French are not too cunning for us, they are more modest, and give it a prettier name; blanch them, and take off the outer skins, lay them in a marinade of white wine and vinegar, &c. an hour, dry them in a cloth, tumble them about well in flour, and fry them of a nice colour, and serve them up with no other sauce but parsley nicely fry'd, under and over them; and if well done it makes a pretty dish for second courses.
Des pigeonneaux au soleil.

Pigeons au soleil.

For this generally is provided squab tame pigeons; blanch them, and stew about an hour in a braize, make them very dry and clean from fat and soil, and make a batter of nothing more than ale or small beer with flour and a morsel of butter oill'd, and put into it well stirred together, have a large stewpan of lard ready, dip in your pigeons without cutting off either heads, legs or wings, and fry them of a fine colour, and serve them to table comme les alumelles, with parsley. Sauce powrade, sauce pauvre homme, or sauce Roberts, should be always ready.
ready in a boat or cup, if any of the company should ask; and I’ll put ’em down before I finish.

III.

*Des ris de veau frits, & marinéz.*

Veal sweetbreads marinaded and fry’d.

Blanch your sweetbreads well, cut them in slices, and lay them in a marinade as before provided, dry ’em well, and prepare three or four eggs, the yolks and whites beat well together, have plenty of crumbs of bread, dip your sweetbreads in, and bread them well; do them a second time in the same manner, make them nice and smooth, and fry them as your pigeons, and serve them up, with a heap
heap of parsley under and round; for it adds greatly to the pretty aspect of the dish, and costs nothing.

IV.

*Des ris de veau-rotis, aux asperges.*

*Roasted sweetbreads, with asparagus.*

Two good sweetbreads are enough for this small dish; blanch them, and lay them in a marinade as before, spit them tight upon a lark-spit, and tie them to another, a slice of bacon upon each, and covered with paper; when almost done take that off, and pour a drop of butter upon them, with a few crumbs of bread, and roast them of a nice colour; take two bunches of asparagus, and boil, not so much as we boil them to eat.
with butter; dish up your sweet-breads and your grass between them, take a little cullis and gravy, with a jot of shallot and minced parsley, boil it a few minutes, squeeze in the juice of a lemon or orange, and serve it up.

V.

Des alu melles en gratin.

Lambs-ftones en gratin.

Blanch your allumells well, and take off the outer skins, and cut 'em in thin slices; make your sauce of the fat livers of turkeys or fowls, pound them well; after blanching, put them to the cullis and gravy as before, season with a morsel of green onion, mushroom, thyme, basil and parsley, pepper, salt, and nutmeg;
pass it through your etamine, pour it into a stewpan to your meat, stew all a few minutes, add the juice of a lemon or orange, and serve it up.

VI.

Des queues de mouton frites.
Sheeps rumps fry'd.

This is begun in the manner of your rumps before; i.e. in a braize, drain and dry them well in a cloth; prepare for this as for your sweetbreads fry'd, and serve them up in the same manner; but take care they are done very tender, or you may as well eat a bit of the sheep's skin.

Lambs rumps are as well this way.
VII.

Ragout mêlé, aux asperges, ou pois.
Ragout mâlé, with asparagus or pease.

For this dish you may preserve enough of matters you have to make your dish; you should provide two or three livers, a knot or two of eggs, some morsels of ham, cocks-combs and combs, well stewed; add to this a few mushrooms or morelles, and season with a little shallot, parsley, and pepper and salt; pour to all this in a stewpan a ladle of gravy and cullis; let all stew together for about half an hour; put in the juice of a lemon or orange, and serve it up hot with or without orange, as you like best.
VIII.

Des fois gras farciz.

Fat livers with forcemeat.

Four or five large livers of turkeys will do for this dish; blanch them in water two or three minutes, and make a forcemeat of some livers of chickens, a bit of ham, a mushroom, a morsel of onion and parsley, pepper, salt, and a few crumbs of bread, grate in a little nutmeg; mince all fine, work it up to a paste with a couple of eggs, and fill up the open part of your livers, and make them nice and plump, brush over with an egg, and some crumbs of bread, and bake them half an hour in a gentle oven; for your sauce take a ladle of cullis and gravy, three or four
four thin slices of ham, a little pepper and salt, a morsel of shallot, boil all about five minutes, squeeze in a lemon or orange, and send them to table with the ham upon or between them.

IX.

Des pats de poulet farcés.

Chickens feet with forcemeat.

When you make a fricahee, or any such thing, preserve the feet to make a dish of this sort; strip off the stockings by scalding, tie them up in a bundle, and stew them in a braize, boil them very tender with a little seasoning, dry them in a cloth, and prepare such a forcemeat as for your balons, above; fill up the claws with it, dip them into some beaten eggs.
eggs, and crumb them well; do it a second time, and press it well on, and fry them in plenty of lard, and serve them up without any sauce in the dish, with a heap of fry'd parsley under them.

Fowls or chickens feet make a pretty second dish done many different ways, either in a little brown sauce, with asparagus tops, pease, artichoke bottoms, &c. or in a fricassee, or white sauce of any kind.

X.

Des élerons, au sauce piquant.

Pinions, with a sharp sauce.

The French always cut off the pinions of all the fowls they dress, roasted or not, so that a reserve of these
these things may be always made for such a small dish as this, and few people value them roasted; blanch them, and do them in the same way as your feet, either in a braize, or otherwise stewed tender; for your sauce take a little of every strong herb you get, minced very fine, a morsel of onion and shallot to a ladle of gravy and cullis, pepper and salt; boil all together for a quarter of an hour squeeze plenty of orange or lemon, with a dash of Champagne or other white wine, and send it up.
XI.

Des amourettes du veau frites.

Piths, or marrow of the back, or chine of a calf, fry'd.

Cut your piths in length about three or four inches, blanch them in water, and take off the outermost skin, lay them an hour in a marinade of white wine and vinegar, &c. dry them in a cloth, make a batter of ale or small beer, pour in a little oil or oiled butter, stir it well together, put in your piths, and give them a toss, and fry them of a beautiful yellow, and dish them up on a heap of fry'd parsley.

Piths of mutton or lamb make as pretty a dish.
XII.

Des oreilles de cochon a la St. Menhoult, les pieds frits.

Hogs ears a la St. Menhoult, the feet fry'd.

One pair of feet and ears for this is quite enough; blanch them in water, split the feet, and with a couple of slices of bacon, and a flat stick like a bit of a lath, tie them together again to keep of a neat shape, stew them in a braize separate from any thing else, till they are very tender, strip the ears as fine as possible; and for your sauce take a large onion cut very thin in slices, and fry brown in a bit of butter, strain them off, and put them into a clean stewpan to the ears,
ears, with a ladle of cullis, and a dash of white wine, pepper and salt; let it stew a quarter of an hour, with a morsel of shallot, a spoonful of good mustard, squeeze in a lemon or orange, add a little minced parsley, and dish up with your feet fry'd in the same manner as your sheeps rumps, to lay round.

XIII.

Des œufs a la provinçale, au coulis.

Eggs a la provinçale, with cullis.

Take eight or nine eggs (leave out two or three of the whites) and beat them well, put in half a ladle of cullis, a morsel of green onion and parsley minced, pepper, salt and nutmeg, stir it over a slow fire till it is thick enough
enough in the dish, squeeze in the juice of a lemon or orange; dish it up; garnish with some bits of bread fry’d of a nice colour.

XIV.

Des œufs au miroir.

Eggs au miroir.

For this you must have a dish that will bear the fire, rub the bottom with a bit of butter or oil, sprinkle a morsel of green onion and parsley minced, a little pepper, salt and nutmeg, set your dish upon a chaffing-dish of charcoal, break in as many fresh eggs as will almost fill it, pour over them as much cream as your dish will well hold; when it is just boiling dash with a spoon the cream over the tops, that they may be equally done, squeeze in the
the juice of an orange or lemon, and serve it up.

XV.

Des œufs à soleil.

Eggs à soleil.

Poach about eight fresh eggs very nicely, take them out into cold water (not draw cold water to the hot, for in a moment they'll all stick to the bottom), lay them a while in a marinade of a glass of wine and vinegar, &c. dry them upon a cloth, prepare a batter of ale, &c. as before prescribed, fry them nicely in lard, and serve them up upon a deal of fry'd parsley.

XVI.
XVI.

Des œufs sauce a la Benjamele.
Eggs sauce a la Benjamele.

Poach about as many for this dish, and order in the same manner; but be sure they are fresh; for, from the experience I have had, I am sure it is not in the power of the best cook in the kingdom to poach stale ones handsome, notwithstanding they may come all whole out of the shell; get your sauce as before mentioned; put the eggs in when it is only warm, and just before you serve it to table squeeze in the juice of an orange or lemon, give it a moment’s heat; dish up, pouring over the sauce, and a small pinch of pepper upon each egg.

XVII.
XVII.

Des œufs a la tripe en fricassée.

Eggs a la tripe fricaseed.

Take about seven or eight eggs, and boil hard, but not too hard, for there is nothing has a more offensive smell than eggs boiled too long, ten minutes is enough; put them into cold water, and peel them nicely, cut each into about six slices, melt a bit of butter in a stewpan, put in a little minced onion and parsley, pepper, salt and nutmeg; put your eggs gently in, that the yolk may not separate from the white, put in half a ladle of broth, with a morsel of butter and flour, boil it very softly, prepare a liaison of eggs, &c. and a minute or two
two before your dinner time pour it in, gently moving it over a slow fire, squeeze in some juice, and send it up.

This is a favourite dish among the French and other foreigners, and some times done with a cullis instead of this white sauce, with a little oil and sweet herbs.

XVIII.

Des œufs pochés au jambon mincé.
Eggs poach’d, with a sauce of minced ham.

Poach some eggs as before; for your sauce take two or three slices of a boiled ham, or a slice or two raw, and well blanched, mince it very fine, a mushroom, a girkin, a morsel of onion, a little parsley, pepper and nutmeg; stew all together a quarter of
an hour; when it is your time of serving to table, let your sauce be about half boiling, and put in your eggs, squeeze in the juice of an orange or lemon, dish up, and pour your sauce over.

This is a good dish with tops of asparagus, or pease done in manner like this, leaving out the minced things.—There are numberless ways of dressing of eggs, so that it would be endless to put all down here. Eggs with gravy, spinach, sorrel, asparagus, broccoli, are pretty second course dishes, and many others that I could name; but they are grown so very common I shall not give them place here.
XIX.

Des eperlans aux anchois & capres.

Smelts with anchovies and capers.

About eight large smelts is enough for a little dish; for your sauce boil a couple of anchovies in a glass of Rhenish or other white wine till it is dissolved, and strain to a ladle of cullis and gravy, season with a bunch of onions and parsley, a blade of mace, and a bay leaf or two, pepper and salt, put your fish in, and let 'em stew gently about a quarter of an hour, take out your onions and parsley, and throw in a spoonful of capers, make all boiling hot, squeeze in some juice of orange or lemon; take your fish out to dish up, very tenderly, fling in
in a little minced parsley to your sauce, and pour it over; garnish with orange or lemon in quarters.

You cannot name a small fresh-water fish that is not good done this way.

**XX.**

*Des goujons en gratin, aux fois de merlans.*

*Gudgeons en gratin, with livers of whitings.*

About a quarter of an hundred of gudgeons will do; provide for your sauce a few livers of whitings; if not to be had easily take the liver of a skaite or thornback, thoroughly blanch it well, take a ladle of cullis and gravy, an onion or two, some parsley, a bit
a bit of mace, pepper and salt, and a mushroom, put in your liver or livers, boil all a quarter of an hour or so, and pass it through an etamine, put it to your fish, and stew them gently fifteen or twenty minutes, squeeze in the juice of a lemon or orange, dish up your gudgeons in neat order, and pour your sauce over.

This is best where plate is used, and done over a chaffing-dish, that the sauce may stick to the bottom, and moistened afterwards with a little gravy; it takes its name from that, and an excellent sauce it is for such little matters; and, was I a gentleman, I would keep two or three silver dishes in my house, if it was for no other use but this; and some little creams require it too, which you will have among these entremets.
XXI.

Des écrevisses aux œufs de mer.

Crawfish, with the spawn or eggs of a lobster.

A quarter of a hundred of crawfish is enough for this dish; take the shells off from the tails and the small claws, pound them well with some of the spawn (the inside spawn is best to add to the colour) pour to it a spoonful or two of broth or gravy, with some cullis, and rub it well through an etamine, put it to your fish, with a blade of mace, pepper and salt, a little nutmeg; stew all together a few minutes, squeeze in the juice of a lemon or orange, and serve it up.
XXII.

Des crevettes au beurre.

Prawns with butter, or buttered prawns.

Take the tails only of the prawns, and peel them, pick out the little sand bag or maw from the body, and pound them all with a little pepper and a morsel of onion and nutmeg; put into them a spoonful or two of broth, and pass through an etamine; to two ounces of good butter add as much fine flour as will thicken it, toss it over a stove two or three minutes, squeeze in the juice of a lemon or orange, and send it up hot.

Small lobsters make a very pretty and good dish done in the same manner, but be sure you take out the maw
of the body and gravelly gut of the tail, or you must spoil your dish.

On fish days make a little broth of fish.

XXIII.

Des crevisses de mer farciz dans les coquilles.

Forcemeat of lobsters in the shells.

Two middle-sized lobsters will do for this dish; take the tails with the soft part of the insides, and chop very small, put to it the flesh of a plaice, and pound all together, but only to mix it well, grate in a little nutmeg, pepper, a spoonful of oil and vinegar, minced parsley, the soft of a bit of bread soak'd in broth or cream, a couple of eggs, stir all well together, cut the body shells in two pieces long-
ways, trim them neatly, and fill them with your forcemeat, brush them over with a little butter and egg, strew a few crumbs of bread over, and bake them in a slow oven about half an hour, squeeze on the juice of orange or lemon, and serve them up hot.—

Taste this before you put it into the shell, for it may not be salt enough. The reason of omitting this ingredient with shellfish is, they are always boiled in salt and water.

XXIV.

Des petits pois a la creme.

Pease with cream.

Let your pease be very young, put them into a stewpan with a bit of bacon with some cloves stuck in, pour in
in a ladle of broth, a bunch of onions and parsley, pepper, and a little salt if it is required, stew them gently till almost dry, take out the bacon and herbs, and put about a gill of cream, a bit of butter and flour mixt, let it go gently on about ten minutes, squeeze in the juice of lemon or orange, and dish them up very hot. — Sometimes I have seen Mr. Clouet put in a bit of fine sugar, and in the English way of stewing pease I have never seen it done without.

*Des pois aux laittuès brune*; pease with brown lettuce differs only by chopping some cabbage-lettuce and mixing with them, and instead of cream use a ladle of cullis. But the Old English way of dressing pease with a bit of good butter I think is still the best.

XXV.
XXV.

Des asperges au jus clair.

Asparagus with clear gravy.

For this trim and scrape your grass neat and clean, set them over the fire in but little cold water and salt: the reason of this is, the French prefer a crispness and yellow in asparagus and French beans, to what we are always in so much care to make green and tender; but they eat it (as they do many other vegetables) for a hot salt-let; boil your grass but a little time, and serve them to table with nothing but gravy and the juice of oranges or lemons.

French beans whole are done in the same manner frequently.
XXVI.

Des haricots au blanc.

French beans, with a white sauce.

For this the French cut their beans as thin as possible, and boil as we do in a vast deal of water, with salt, to preserve their greenness, but not so tender, strain them off, and put 'em to a small ladle of broth, put in a small bunch of green onions and parsley, with a little pepper and salt, just bring it to boiling; prepare a liaison of eggs, &c. and pour in, toss it over the fire a minute, add the juice of a lemon or orange, and serve it up.
XXVII.

Des champignons en fricassée.

Fricassée of mushrooms.

Clean some nice button mushrooms with flannel and water, wash them in a second, and put them into a stew-pan, with a glass of Champagne, Rhenish, or other white wine, a bunch of onions, thyme and parsley, pepper, salt, and a blade of mace, toss them up in this upon a stove a few minutes, and pour a small ladle of broth, with a bit of butter mixt with flour; let all stew a quarter of an hour, take out your herbs, have ready a liaison as before, and just before your dinner-time pour it in, move it gently over the stove a minute, squeeze
squeeze in an orange or lemon, and dish it up.

Green morelles are done in the same manner, and give an excellent flavour in all made dishes and forcemeats, but they are not to be had but a month or two in the year. Your dry'd morelles and truffles from abroad are like what we call a chip in potrage; they do neither harm nor good.

XXIII.

Des truffles au vin de France.

Truffles in French wine.

Truffles in England are a very scarce commodity, and of consequence very dear; but are sometimes to be had. I have known some found in the neighbourhood where I live, but very bad, and
and not much preferable to a potatoe. The good and best are from some part of Italy, where they make dishes of them many different ways; but the only method of dressing of them here is, first of all to lay them to soak some time in water, and brush them with a hard brush, for they grow in a stiff clayey ground, so that it is no easy matter to make them clean. Put them into as much claret or Burgundy as will cover them, a large onion or two, a bunch of herbs, whole pepper, salt, and some spices; let 'em simmer gently for about half an hour, and send them to table hot in a napkin; pepper and salt is the general sauce for them; preserve your wine they are boil'd in, it gives an excellent flavour to cullis or gravy, &c.
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XXIX.

Des cardons, sauce piquante.

Cardons, with piquant sauce.

Cardoons are a thiftley sort of vegetables, and an exotick plant, and are managed in the garden as celery or endives, by being mouldred up as they grow in height to make them white. The French make use of this in some sort of sauces in the first-course dishes instead of celery, &c. But for an entremets, or second-course dish, they generally do it in the following manner: One large, one is enough for a small dish; cut the white part only in pieces about two inches long, blanch it in water, and if you have a braize tie it up, and stew it very
very tender in that; if not take broth, season it high, and stew it in that; take it out upon a cloth, and pull off the skin on both sides, and put it into a sauce piquant, as before mentioned; let stew softly twenty minutes or half an hour, squeeze in the juice of a lemon or orange, and dish it up. This is very good sauce for roast beef or mutton.

XXX.

Des sherdons, a la Benjamele.

Sherdoons, a la Benjamele.

This is a plant of our own, and grows common upon dry banks and barren ground, but worth nothing for this use till improved by the gardener, which is done by transplanting, and earthing
earthing up to whiten, and when peeled, and brought to market, looks more like fine endive than a common thistle. The English always plain boil it, and have butter only for sauce; but foreigners with the sauce above, or a brown sauce of cullis or gravy; boil it in a little broth, pepper and salt, but not tender; pour that from it, and put your white sauce, let stew a few minutes, squeeze in an orange or lemon, and dish it up. Whole heads of celery and endives are often done in the same way for these extremets; and most foreigners eat heartily of them.
XXXI.

Des artichaux marinéz & frits.
Fry'd artichokes marinaded.

Trim them to the sound part of the bottom, and cut off the small leaves round, cut the points of the others to about an inch above the bottom, cut them in small pieces, and take out the choke or seedy part, lay them to soak in a marinade of white wine and vinegar, &c. often moving them; prepare a batter of beer and butter, dry them well, and fry all at once, and send them up upon a heap of fry'd parsley. Fry sometimes with flour sticking to the marinade, and sometimes without any.
XXXII.

Des queues d'artichaux, sauce brune.

Bottoms of artichokes, with a brown sauce.

Cut off all the black and foil from the bottom, trim round the sides, but not through the heart of the leaves, cut off the tops of the leaves almost to the bottom, so as to leave a hollow; when your choke is taken out, boil them in water till you find the inside, put them into cold water, and with your finger scrape it out to make 'em white and tender; prepare a hot marinade of boiling water, a lump of butter and flour mixt, a bit of sewet, a lemon peeled and sliced in a little salt, an onion and a bunch of herbs;
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a little soup-pot is best for this; when it is well mixt and boils, put in your bottoms, and let them simmer sidewayst till very tender, and they will grow white as a curd; for your sauce take a ladle of cullis, and add to it such sorts of herbs as you like, pepper, salt and nutmeg; boil all a little while, take out the bottoms upon a cloth to drain, dish them up, squeeze the juice of an orange or lemon into your sauce, and send to table.

Here seems to be a vast deal said upon such a trifling matter; but I have been in hundreds of kitchens where there never was a cook that could cut an artichoke-bottom genteelly, or make it white; and there cannot be a prettier dish; and you may serve them to table with a white sauce.
Fauce of any sort, or with plain butter only.

XXXIII.

Des laittuës farcex.

Lettuce with forcemeat.

Blanch your lettuce, and open all the leaves to the heart; take a forcemeat such as is before provided for such little things; put as much into each as you can close; put them into a stewpan with as much broth as will cover them, put pepper, salt, some pounded mace, a bit of butter and flour; provide a liaison of egg and cream, &c. use them easy, squeeze in the juice of a lemon or orange, and dish up hot. Another time make a brown fauce.

Q.4 XXXIV,
XXXIV.

Des epinars a la creme, aux œufs,
on du pain frit.

Spinage with cream and eggs, or fry'd bread.

This being a pretty genteel dish, it is pity to leave it out. Scald it in a morsel of butter and water and salt, press the juice from it very dry, chop it small, and put it into a stewpan with about half a pint of cream, a morsel of butter and flour, a whole old onion, pepper and salt, a little nutmeg; stew all together a few minutes, take out your onion, squeeze in a lemon or orange, and dish it up. Garnish with either hard eggs cut in two, or bits of bread nicely fry'd.
XXXV.

Une crème a l'Hollandoise.

A Dutch cream.

Provide as much cream as will fill your dish, boil it with sugar, a bit of lemon-peel, and some coriander-seed, let it stand to cool, and a quart of cream, take the yolks of ten eggs, make them smooth and put to your cream, rub it through an etamine, have a stewpan of water boiling, put your dish upon it to touch the water, pour in the cream, cover with another dish, and watch when it is settled, set in some cool place, and send it to table, you may colour it with a hot iron if you like. This and the next are often served upon the middle
middle of the table, which is supposed to be a large dish, then take the whites of the eggs, whisk them up to a nice froth, and gently lay on your cream, sift a little fine sugar upon it, colour and take the rawness of the eggs off with a salamander.

XXXVI.

Une crème veloutée aux geïsers.

Cream made with gizzards.

Provide as much cream for this dish as is necessary. Without the help of eggs, boil it with such ingredients as the other, but add a pinch of salt, get the gizzards of three or four chickens, take only the skins within side, wash and dry them, that you may roll them to powder, put them into your etamine, and pour in the cream,
cream, pass it through three or four times; prepare your dish upon boiling water as before; the moment you see it coming to a curd take it off, and set it in a cool place. This is a pretty entremets, and when you would make use of it for a large dish whip up a little cream into a froth, and serve it up.

Creams of tea, coffee, chocolate, &c. are done in the same manner, only take care you boil them well in a little of your cream, that they have the full flavour.
XXXVII.

Des bignets de pommes a la Bavarre.

Apple-fritters a la Bavarre.

Pare and quarter some large pippins, lay them to soak in brandy, fine sugar, cinnamon and lemon-peel, and toss them often. Your dinner being almost ready, dry them in a cloth, tumble about well in fine flour, and fry them all very tender in hogs lard; dish them up, and sift plenty of fine sugar over them, colour nicely with a salamander, and send them up.

XXXVIII.
XXXVIII.

Des bignets de peches, au vin de Rhin.

Peach fritters, with Rhenish wine.

This must be done with peaches of the fleshy sort, and cut in two, put them to some Rhenish wine as long as you please, with plenty of fine sugar, cinnamon, and lemon-peel; dry 'em, and fry without any flour, strain your wine into another stewpan, and boil it to a caramel; dish up, and pour it over with the kernels of the peaches blanched, split, and thrown in.

Apricots, or any sort of large good fruit, are done in the way as before, with this difference only; you must be very cautious to use them tenderly, and fry them in a thin batter of small
small beer and flour: there is a fleshy nectarin that makes a fritter, but they too must be fry'd in this batter, for the skin won't bear the violent heat of the lard.

XXXIX.

Des bignets de gelée de grossseilles

Fritters of currant jelly.

Of these there are several sorts; but the favourites of Mr. Clouet were one of the pastry sort, and the other I'll shew in my next. Provide a nice rich paste, and roll out very thin; brush it all over with egg; and lay your jelly down in little lumps as many as you may want for a little dish; prepare another sheet of paste, and lay it over, pressing well between, that
that it may not come out in frying; make your lard pretty hot, and fry of a fine yellowish colour, and dish them up with some fine sugar sifted over.

XL.

Des bignets de groseilles en surprize.

Currant fritters en surprize.

The difference between this and the last is this: instead of paste, cut some bits of wafer-paper, and lay some little lumps of jelly upon each, wet round the edges with a little water; but close them up as you go; have ready a thin batter of small beer or ale, and some oiled butter; have your fat ready heated, and put them to fry immediately; take this care and
and you will make a pretty dish, and serve them up with sugar sifted over.

XLI.

Des bignets de cerises au four.

Cherries in a French paste.

For this you must have a conserve of cherries, and your paste make as follows; take half a pint of water, put to it a morsel of fine sugar, a grain of salt and a bit of lemon-peel, an ounce of butter, and boil it a minute or two, take it from your fire, and work in as much fine flour as it takes to a tender paste, put one egg at a time and mould it well till it comes to such a consistence as to pour with the help of a spoon out of the stewpan upon a tin or cover, covered with
with flour; scrape it off in lumps upon tin with the handle of a large key, and bake them of a nice colour and crispness, cut a hole in the bottom, and fill up with your conserve, sift some sugar over, and dish up.

If you make this paste according to the rule before you, it will swell very large and hollow, and makes a genteel entremets; and for the next, which is called

XLII.

Beignets soufflez.

Puffed fritters.

Make the same sort of paste, but rather softer; take a very thin thing to put it upon; have a large stewpan of lard made hot, but not very hot; take
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take the hook of one of your ladles or spoons, dip into the fat, and scrape it into it in little bits; keep them moving well, and you will find 'em swell like those in the oven, cut a little hole in each but not off, crowd in a little jelly or conserve, and dish them up with sugar.

These fritters are often sent to table without any thing within side. Any sort of preserved fruits, raspberries, or quinces, &c.

XLIII.

Des poires a la Portugese, aux groseilles seches.

Pears Portuguese fashion, with currants.

Take three or four boncretiens, or other good winter pears, pare them, cut
cut them in two, and take out the choke, boil them in water only half an hour; put them into a stewpan, pour in a pint of Port wine, with a lump of fine sugar, a stick of cinnamon, a bit of lemon-peel, a spoonful or two of water, and about five or six ounces of the best dry currants; let all stew together till your pears are very tender; dish them up, and pour your currants over, but take out the cinnamon and peel.

The French make several sorts of amlets of eggs; but in these matters I think we beat them all to pieces, except one, and that is this.
XLIV.

Une omelette a la Noailles.

Amlet a la Noailles.

For a small dish take the yolks of about eight fresh eggs, but save the whites; make the yolks nice and smooth, with a quarter of a pint of thick cream, strew in some sifted fine sugar, crumble in a few drop-cakes or fine biscuit, and a little nutmeg; a few minutes before your dinner-time, whisk up your whites, and stir all together well, moisten your frying-pan first with lard, and made very hot, and pour it in, have a bit of butter by you, and stoop round upon your trevet to do the sides first, move the edges with the point of your knife,
knife, and put in some morsels of butter; when it is pretty well set, lay the edges as far as you can to the middle, make it round, and turn it bottom uppermost in your dish, sift on some sugar, and serve it up hot; garnish with orange. Your chief care must be to prevent its sticking to the bottom, fry it nicely, and you will find it a very handsome and good entremets.

This may be made with a savoury sauce by putting cullis of meat or fish, with their proper seasonings, instead of cream, &c.
XLV.

Des beignets aux fraises.

Strawberry fritters.

For this you must make a batter of another sort from what you have seen before; to two eggs well beat, whites and yolks both, put about half a pint of cream, made thick with fine flour, a little fine sugar and nutmeg, put your strawberries in raw, and fry them in a pan of clean lard, a spoonful at a time, dish them up in a pyramid, and sift sugar between and at top.

This is a pretty way of making fritters with any sort of fruit.
XLVI.

Des beignets du ris.

Rice fritters.

Take a quarter of a pound of ground rice, and boil tender with a blade or two of mace in water only till it is quite dry, pour in a spoonful or two of cream, but it must be very thick; take out the mace, grease a stewpan with a morsel of fresh butter, put in the rice, and stir in two ounces of fine powder sugar, put in the whites only of two or three eggs, and work it well over the fire till it comes to a paste, spread it upon the bottom of a dish or cover, well covered with flour, and when cool dash some flour on, and cut it into small
diamonds, roll them up into little balls the bigness of a marble, and throw them into a heap of flour; provide some lard very hot, take them from the flour, and fry them very brown, give them a little shake in some powdered sugar, and send them up.

XLVII.

Des macarons a la creme.

Macaroons with cream.

These are to be had at any confectioner's shop in London, and the newer they are the better; boil them in water only till very tender, to half a pint of cream put half a small spoonful of flour, some sugar and nutmeg, with a morsel of salt, stir it over the fire till it is thickish, cool it, and
and put in the yolks of three eggs, and a morsel of oiled new butter, stir it well together, and put in your macaroons, put a nice little rim of paste round your dish, pour in your ingredients, and put it to bake about a quarter of an hour, and take care it is of a fine colour; sift a little sugar over it, and serve to table.

This is not what we call macaroons of the sweet biscuit sort, but a foreign paste, the same as vermicelly, but made very large in comparison to that.

XLVIII.

Des macarons au Parmesan.

Macaroons with Parmesan cheese.

For this too you must boil them in water first, with a little salt, pour to them
them a ladle of cullis, a morsel of green onion and parsley minced fine, pepper, salt and nutmeg; stew all a few minutes, and pour into a dish with a rim as before, squeeze a lemon or orange, and cover it over pretty thick with Parmesan cheese grated very fine, bake it of a fine colour about as long a time as the last, and serve it up hot.

The French serve to their tables a great many dishes with this sort of cheese, and in the same manner, only sometimes with a savoury white sauce, such as scallops, oysters, and many of the things you have among these entremets.
XLIX.

Des escallopes en coquilles, aux onions.

Scallops in shells, with onions.

Take your scallops from your shells, blanch them well, and take off the beards, provide some small old onions, peel off the two outermost skins, and fry them of a nice colour, and tender, cut the scallops in thin pieces, put them into a stewpan with the onions well drained, a little cullis, and pepper, salt, parsley and nutmeg; stew all together a few minutes, squeeze the juice of orange or lemon, and put into the shells, sift over a little fine grated bread, but not to hide what it is, colour with a salamander,
mander, or in an oven, and serve 'em to table.

This is a genteel good *entremets*, with *sauce a la Benjamele*, with a little Parmesan cheese nicely coloured.

---

**L.**

*Des attelettes d'huitres au jus clair,*

*grillée.*

*Attelets of oysters, with clear gravy,*

*broiled.*

Blanch your oysters, and take off the beards, prepare some thin slices of bacon, and a sweetbread blanched, and cut in bits the bigness of the oysters, and put them upon skewers, (silver skewers are prettiest) and lay them awhile in a hot marinade of bacon, seasoned with a mushroom, &c. fry'd
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fry'd as before prescribed; when cool rub well in it, and strew plenty of grated bread, boil them of a fine brown, and serve them up with a clear gravy and lemon or orange juice, but don't take the oysters, &c. off the skewers.

You may make such a little dish of what you please; but let all be raw when you put it upon the skewers: you may sometimes fry them in a batter.

LI.

Des anchois au Parmesan.

Anchovies, with Parmesan cheese.

Fry some bits of bread about the length of an anchovy in good oil or butter, lay the half of an anchovy, with the bone upon each bit, and strew
flew over them some Parmesan cheese grated fine, and colour them nicely in an oven, or with a salamander, squeeze the juice of an orange or lemon, and pile them up in your dish and send them to table.

This seems to be but a trifling thing, but I never saw it come whole from table.

LII.

Des olives a la rocombole.

Olivs with rocombole.

Take the fleshy part from the kernels, as many as will do for your dish, blanch them a minute or two, put them into a stewpan with a ladle of cullis and gravy, mince in some rocombole and parsley, pepper, salt and nutmeg; let them stew but three or four
four minutes; dash in a glass of white wine, a spoonful of good oil, squeeze in plenty of lemon or orange, and serve them up.

This too is an entremets that is much eaten among foreigners, and the English seldom miss of coming in for a share of it.

LIII.

Des tinbals au jus de perdreaux, aux œufs.

Cups of eggs, with gravy of partridge.

Take one partridge, and split it down the back, and then notch the breast and legs, put it into a small stewpan with a bit of ham, put in one onion, a carrot, and a little parsley; pour in a spoonful or two of broth, and let stew gently till it is dry and
and of a fine colour at the bottom, pour in a ladle of broth more, and let boil ten minutes or a quarter of an hour softly, strain it through a lawn sieve, take off the fat, put a little salt and nutmeg, and pour cool into six or seven eggs well beat, pass it through an etamine, and pour it into five or six China cups, have a stewpan of hot water and set them in; let it boil till you perceive they are set like a custard, and serve up hot.

This is not a bad entremets with the gravy extracted from any sort of fowl.
LIV.

Des tinsals a l'almande, biscuit douce.

Cups a l'amande, with sweet biscuit.

This is done pretty much in the nature of our custard, but with an addition of several things, and putting no whites of the eggs; take almost a pint of cream, and boil it with some sugar, lemon-peel and coriander-seed, beat the yolks of about seven eggs; and when it is cool put it to it, pass it through your etamine, taste it, and put it into your cups, with a thin slice of biscuit upon each; and set them as the last were done; sift some fine sugar over them, and colour with a hot iron, but take care you don't curdle them.
There are some few cold *entremets* that the French outdo us in, which I shall make bold to add.

I.

*Piece de bœuf a la glaç.*

*Piece of beef with jelly.*

Take a prime piece of the buttock or rump of beef, let it hang some time that it may be the more tender, rub it well with saltpetre and some salt, let it lay four or five days, and water it a little that it may not make your jelly too salt, put it into a pot as nigh as you can, and cover it with water, season with some carrots, onions, herbs, whole pepper and spice, take care to skim it well, and let it simmer very gently till it is very tender; when
It is cool take it out, strain your liquor through a lawn sieve, take the fat clean off, and boil it to as much as will cover your meat, beat up to a froth the whites of two or three eggs mixt with it, and pass it through a bag or napkin; the next day it will be a clear jelly; and when you serve the beef to table spread it over it; you may cut it in slices for four or five days afterwards, and it will be sweet and good for any use you may have for it, and garnish always with parsley.

II.

*Dindon piqué au lard à la glaiss.*

*Turkey larded with bacon à la glaiss.*

Cut the pinions from your turkey, and the feet to the knee, and tuck
into the skin of the thigh, flatten the breast well, and make a forcemeat
with the livers and put in, cut some square pieces of bacon about two
inches long, season with pepper, salt and spice, and lard your turkey, put
it into a pot just big enough, and season with a carrot, an onion or two,
herbs and spice, pepper, salt, and a bit of shallot, put in as much broth
and water as will cover it, put over a slice or two of bacon, and let it sim-
mer for two hours or more, let it cool, and take out your fowl, pass off
the broth, take the fat off, and order it as before, and serve it up; garnish
with parsley, and this may serve for four or five days after.
III.

Gateau de lievre.

Hare cake.

Take the flesh of a hare, and chop very fine, some bacon in dice about half the quantity, season with pepper, a little salt and spice, a green onion or two, and a morsel of shallot; mix all well together, and prepare a stew-pan just wide enough, that it may cut in slices about two inches thick, line your bottom with thin bacon, and cover with the same, pour in a ladle of broth, and a glass of red wine, some slices of carrot, onion and herbs; let it simmer gently for two or three hours, take off the cover and let it cool; the next day take it out, and
and trim it nice and round, pound some of the bacon that it was stewed in, and when you serve it to table spread it upon the top like sugar upon a plumb-cake, and serve it to table garnished as before upon a napkin; if it is well done, it will keep a fortnight for slices.

Veal-cake, or *Gateau de veau*, in the same manner, only instead of red wine put white; and don't cover it so much but every one at table may see what it is.
Un pâté des perdreaux froid, a la farce.

A partridge-pye cold, with forcemeat.

Four partridges will do very well for a good middle or end dish, and you may make either long or round; blanch them, and a forcemeat of the livers, &c. to put within side: but to fill up your fry take a piece of lean mutton about a pound, take out the sinewy or skinny parts, and cut it in bits, the udder of a calf or such sort of fat, and cut, some scraped bacon, a morsel of ham; fry this with a mushroom or truffle or two, some green onions, pepper, salt, spices and herbs,
herbs, all minced; fry all together a few minutes, and when cool chop it and pound it to a paste, lay your birds upon a sheet of poor paste, upon plenty of paper, and fill the chasms with your forcemeat, put a little pepper and salt upon the birds, and cover with lards of bacon; make another thick sheet of paste and cover it; press it well at the bottom, that it may not leak; cut it even and twist round, make what ornament you like, but the French only use pastry pinchers all over; when it is well baked pour in a ladle of gravy and cullis well seasoned, stop the hole at top, and turn it upside down for a while that every part may be seasoned alike, and serve it up next day for a cold entremet.
The next and last thing except one, I propose, is, to shew the manner of the French in getting up their roast for second course; but shall say but little, because the old English way, in my opinion, is much to be preferred before it, both for goodness and beauty.

First of all, in trussing their volailles, or fowls of any sort, they take off the pinions and claws of every one; but I think it is wrong to deprive turkey-poults, fowls or chickens, or pigeons of them; but pheasants, partridges, woodcocks, snipes, or quails, is prettiest; next they lard almost all, as if bacon should be equally good sauce for a quail or a snipe as it is for a fowl or a chicken: they lard them all, that is, roast all in slices of bacon without the least disst
distinguishment, which must be wrong again: they use no flour, or basting of any sort to give colour, and send no sauce to table in the dishes with them; but in boats or cups they do two or three sorts, them I shall put down before I finish. In short, let the French send ever so many pretty entremets to table, their roast is apt to darken it all. They are roasted by guess; all are greasy; some roasted almost to a powder, and some not half done. Instances of this I have often seen.

The three sauces are, sauce pauvre, sauce Robert, and sauce pauvre homme.
I.

*Sauce de pauvre homme.*

*Poor man's sauce.*

To a large spoonful of good sharp vinegar put about as much water, some salt, plenty of shallot and parsley minced very fine, squeeze in the juice of a lemon or orange or two; stir it well together, and when your roast goes to table send it up in a boat or cup.

II.

*Sauce Robert.*

To a ladle of cullis put a glass of your best white wine, a spoonful of mustard, pepper, salt, shallots and parsley,
parsley, with plenty of such sorts of herbs as you best approve on; let all stew a minute or two, squeeze in plenty of juice, and send it up hot in a boat.

III.

Sauce pauvraude.

This is like the last, only instead of cullis use a clear gravy, a spoonful of vinegar, and the same ingredients to season it; and you may boil it as long as you like, squeeze in a great deal of lemon or orange, and send it up as the others. The reason why the sauce Robert should not boil long, is, because mustard in boiling grows bitter, and of a nauseous taste.
My next and last is to shew the best method of dissecting, preparing, and dressing of a turtle.

I have seen many a one dresst, but I think not all as they should be; and as I have the honour of sending several to table myself, to some of the politest gentry in the kingdom with great applause, shall give the following receipt from experience rather than from the general rule of hodgpodging it together. To dissect it then, let its head be chopt off close to the shell, set it on that part that all the blood may run away, have plenty of water in several pails or tubs, lay your fish upon the back or calliope, cut off the under shell or calliopee, in the first line or partition, from
from the edge of the calliopash, take that off and immediately put it into water; next cut off the four fins in the shoulder and aich-bone joints, and put into water too, and with a cleaver chop out the bones from the shoulders and hinder parts, and put to the rest; take out your guts and tripe clean, and the other entrails, and lay your calliopash in water while you prepare your calliopee, which should be done as follows: Cut off all superfluous bits for your soup, and trim it neatly; cut little holes in the thick flesh, with the point of your knife; lay it in a dish and soak it well in Madeira wine, and season with Kian pepper (but not too much) a little salt, plenty of shallot and parsley minced and strewed upon it; next take the calliopash, and order in the same
same manner, first cutting off the shell to the crease on the other side of the edge, and put a neat rim of paste quite round, and adorn it well; pour a little culis round, and squeeze the juice of some lemons or oranges and they are ready for your oven: the common way is to put some of the flesh into the calliopash, but in my opinion it is best to put none. The next to be made ready is your fins and head; blanch them till you can take off the outer skin, trim them, and put them into a stewpan with the head, pour in some Madeira, a ladle of broth, a pinch of Kian, a small bunch of onions, herbs, and shallots, and stew them tender with a little salt, and 'tis ready; the two biggest fins for one dish, and the head and two smallest for another; now cut
cut the side shells in pieces, and blanch
them so that you may take the gristles
or jelly part out whole; while this is
doing prepare the tripe or guts with
a sharp knife, slit them from end to
end; and care must be taken that
all is washed and scraped clean, cut
them into pieces about two inches in
length, and blanch them; when your
broth is made of the flesh, to the
tripe in a stewpan put as much as
will cover it, put in a bunch of herbs,
with an onion or two, a couple of
whole shallots, some mace, and a little
salt; stew all till pretty tender; take
out the herbs, &c. and put butter
and flour to thicken it; provide a
liaison as for a fricassee of chickens,
and at your dinner-time toss it up
with the juice of lemon or orange,
and it is ready. Next take the jellies
of
of your side shells, and prepare for a dish done in the same manner as the fins and head, squeeze in some juice of orange or lemon, and it is ready. And now for the soup; most of which that I have seen or tasted has been poor insipid stuff: to say why it was is saying less than nothing. The whole matter is, to shew how it may be made good: thus they cut all the flesh from the bones into small pieces, and to about a pound of meat put a quart of water, and to five or six quarts a pint of Madeira; take care that it is well skimmed; tie up in a bit of linen three or four onions, some bits of carrot, a leek, some herbs and parsley, with two or three pinches of Kian; and let it boil with the meat; add salt according to your taste; let it simmer an hour or a little more,
and send it up in a terrine or soup-dish only the meat and broth.

These seven dishes make a pretty first-course, the calliopash and calliopee at top and bottom, soup in the middle, and the other four the corners.
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